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Historical Background of
Black Discrimination

Labor cannot emancipate itself in the white skin where in the black it
is branded.

Karl Marx, Capital, yol. I
Men make their own history, but they do not make it just as they
please; they do not make it under circumstances 

'chosen 
by

themselves, but under circumstances directly found, 6ven ani
transmitted from the past.

Karl Marx, Eighteenth Brumaire of lauis Bonaparte

Racism and political democracy have been the contradictory
substructure of the American system since early colonial umeJ.
The quality of the system has been deeply flawed from the outset
by being rooted in class-divisioned, bouigeois economic institu-
tions. The histories of white America and black America, while
inextricably intertwined, have been strikingly diverse, ihough
the degree of diversity has changed dramJtitaily over the li'st
several decades as the class structures of the two races have
qrown closer together. Although white immigrants into colonial
America were not a homogeneous group, ihe great *u;ority
came voluntarily, seeking freedom and eionomii opportunitv.
lhe blacks came overvr'helmingly as unfree laboi islaves or
indentured servants) as a result-of the forcible e*p.opriutior., oitheir lives and liberty. A land of limitless opportunities for the
more fortunate among the whites contrasted sharply with one of
lrmitless bondage for all but the most fortunate- of the blacks.
r-roperty ownership in early America was widespread (if
unequally so) among the whites; the overwhelming *ulo.ity of
Dlacks were themselves property.

A study of American racism reveals the close interaction ofeconomic and cultural factors in the course of the country,s
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development. The political economy of slavery generated a

culturai superstructure that reinforced the underlying political
economy, with a resulting dialectical pattem of accommodation
and resiltance - a Pattern that has characterized the position of
slaves in the antebellum period and of 'free'blacks ever since.

Although racism was deeply embedded from the beginning in
Americl's property-oriented institutions, this racism (as both an

attitude and a power relationship) can only be effectively
understood in light of class factors that shaped it during the
process of capitalist development. The changing dialectics of race

and class are pivotal in explaining the objective and subjective
relations between the white and black working classes.

Antebellum Political Economy of Racism

Blacks first entered England's colonies in North America in1619
at |amestown, Virginia. Although the issue of their precise legal
status remains in dispute, fragmentary evidence indicates that
these early arrivals during the dawn of the capitalist era become
part of the prevailing system of indentured servitude; they
worked as unfree servants under a contract with certain masters
for a stipulated period - usually seven years, although this
changed over time - after which they attained free legal status.
Black and white servants worked together with limited aware-
ness of caste differences among themselves, although probably
quite aware of their shared underclass status vis-a-vis the
landholders. Describing common limitations on freedom in the
middle seventeenth century, George Frederickson declares:

Although some blacks were slaves, others were in service for a fixed
term, and a substantial number were free. And, whatever their
status, they seem to have enjoyed many of the same legal rights as

other inhabitants. The tobacco farms and plantations of the
seventeenth century were worked by a fixed labor force of white
servants, black servants, and black slaves all of whom were subject to
the same discipline.l

In an earlier study Oscar Handlin claims that 'some [blacks]
became artisans, and a few became landowners and the masters
of other men'.2 Blacks with the requisite amount of property had
legal voting rights even in the South, although the process of
disfranchisement started to gather momentum toward the end of
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the eighteenth and beginning of the nineteenth century. Class
was more important than race in determining social relations in
this earliest stage of American history.

While the earliest whites doubtless brought with them the
prejudiced attitudes toward blacks prevailing in Elizabethan
England, their common work status, for at least the first few
decades, did little to reinforce these attitudes. Unlike the whites,
however, the blacks generally, so far as we know, did not have
the benefit of written indenture contracts, and furthermore their
entry into the New World was involuntary. Frederickson
contrasts the position of white servants and blacks:

Unlike white servants who were protected from unlimited service by
their contracts of indenfure and by some concern for their welfare on
the part of the British government, virtually all blacks who arrived in
the colonies [in the seventeenth century] had no contracts and no
government to protect them; hence they were vulnerable to
enslavement.3

The main reason for their evenfual legal enslavementa (starting
sporadically in the 1640s and more regularly by the 1660s) was
the realization by the tobacco landlords (and to a lesser extent by
their counterparts in rice and indigo products) that slavery
would be economically profitable. The development of the
plantation dovetailed with the development of slavery; each
reinforced the other. The gradual decline of blacks from servant
status to permanent involuntary servitude (slavery), in contrast
to the gradual amelioration of the terms of white indentured
servitude, had three main causes. First was the economic need to
encourage more European immigrants through shorter inden-
fure periods and improved conditions of labor.' Second was the
realization that the supply of blacks did not depend on
conditions of labor, since their servitude was involuntary. Third
was the need for cheap, controllable, exploitable labor as the
Southern colonies turned to plantation staples during the
seventeenth century. By the end of that century, the capital
accumulation process was sufficiently advanced to enable
growing numbers of planters to buy imported slaves.

The very abundance of cheap land relative to the supply of
labor, which led to high and rising wages for most whites,
helped to fasten slavery on the blacks. Slavery enabled the
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Southem planter to overcome the growing labor shortage
created by the progressive growth of plantations in response to
surging European markets. Given the high wages the planters
would have had to pay - since land was plentiful and therefore
cheap, and labor was relatively scarce and therefore expensive -
production based on slave labor was probably more profitable
than it would have been under alternative labor systems (for
example, the free market). That is, free labor would have been
harder to exploit under conditions where laborers had the
alternative of becoming small farmers.

Another dovetailing factor stemmed from the linkage between
the changing priorities of the dominant metropolitan centers of
the early seventeenth century and those of colonial areas like the
West Indies and the American South. Under the'state-planned'
mercantilist governments in Western Europe, with their empha-
sis on increasing the economic and political power of the nation-
state through developing home manufacturers and exports, the
ruling economic statesmen preferred to use their labor supply at
home rather than send it to the colonies. A labor scarcity at home
would drive up wages and make exports less competitive in the
world market, thus creating severe monetary and fiscal
problems, which in turn would intensify the need for an
alternative labor supply in the colonies. These were the crucial
economic reasons behind the rise of slavery.

The slave trade, which uprooted perhaps 10 million Africans,6
was an enormously profitable venture for the commercial
capitalist class of Western Europe,' the center of world
capitalism. The efforts of some American colonies in the
eighteenth century to limit or abolish the slave trade were
thwarted by England under pressure from its merchant class.E
As the Industrial Revolution (fueled in part by the profits of
slavery and slave trading) established England's hegemony in
the world capitalist system, the benefit of the slave trade, and
slave-based agriculture in the West Indian sugar plantations,
lessened considerably. Slave-trading and slavery were abolished
by an English parliament in which power and wealth were
shifting from a landed aristocracy to a rising capitalist class. The
British textile capitalists continued to maintain a keen interest in
the preservation of American slavery as the main supplier of
cotton. Wallerstein explains this seemingly ambivalent position
in materialist terms:
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Both the need for West Africa as a crop-producing area and the desire
(and abilityl to deny European competitors slave producers led to
Britain's enforcement (selective, be it noted) of the abolition of the
slave trade and encouragement in areas outside its own supply zones
(such as the U.S. South and Brazil) of emancipation.e

After American independence, the slave trade was closed by
Congress in 1808, but substantial illegal importations occurred
untii the eve of the Civil War.10 A considerable slave traffic
existed between the older soil-depleted areas (of the Southeast

and the border states) and the richer lands in the Southwest. This
internal trade helped to make the Southern economy as a whole
more economically viable by facilitating the shift of capital
(human beings as property) from low-profit to high-profit
sectors. It also indirectly illustrated a dual function of the slave -
to provide both a present and a future labor supply. As in all
social systems, the dominant class (the slaveowners) possessed a

means of social control over the human and physical resources.

Treatment of Slaves

Although the treatment of slaves was highly variable, it was a
profoundly dehumanizing experience for them. Tribes were
scattered to prevent group solidarity, in marked contrast to
various West European immigrant groups. Cultural autonomy
based on African rituals and customs had to be broken for the
slaveowners to assert their mastery. In time, however, a distinct
indigenous black culture formed, based on the common
experience of life under an oppressive slave system.

Any humanizing tendencies that existed during the Revol-
utionary War era (reinforced, of course, by practical consider-
ations)ll were rapidly erased by the fAaOs. Slavery was
mcreasingly presented by the proslavery people as a positive
good rather than a necessary evil,12 and the value of this good
was reflected in the increasingly stringent slave codes in the
decades before the American Civil War. Eh Whitn"y's cotton gin,
a technological breakthrough spurred by the pressures of rising
world demand that coincided with the British Industrial
Revolution, seemed to imprint slavery indelibly on the Southern
states. Cotton production increased more than fivefold in the
nrst decade of the nineteenth century. The machine rapidly
converted the South into the world's greatest cotton prod.rcet
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and thereby stimulated the demand for more slaves and more
land. The increasing value of slavery was reflected in the writings
and speeches of Southern apologists for slavery as well as in
modifications of their legal systems. Unlike slaves in Latin
America (largely emancipated by the 1830s), slaves in the US
were chattels with the barest minimum of legal rights. The issue
of rights was raised only in cases of disputes between owners. By
1840, private manumissions were prohibited by law in most
Southern states, and the condition of 'free men of color' (488,000
by 1860, about evenly distributed between the South and other
regions), was made even more burdensome, particularly in the
deep South

The far-reaching web of racial discrimination reached into the
North as well.13 Blacks were disfranchised in almost all of the
Northern and border states in the decades before the Civil War,
segregated either by law or by custom in schools and places of
public accommodation, and, perhaps most importantly in the
long run, all but completely excluded from the labor movement.
White workers and craftsmen fiercely resented competition from
slaves and free blacks as early as the colonial period.la But
economic discrimination in the North onlv manifested itself in a
truly all pervasive way in conjunction with an accelerated influx
of immigrants, underscoring the cyclical nature of the competi-
tive private-enterprise economy, accompanying the transition
from an agrarian to a commercial-manufacturing base around the
1820s and 1830s.

For the vast majority of Northern blacks, who were practically
excluded from factory work, menial labor was the main economic
'opportunity'. Although significant numbers of free blacks in the
North and South did acquire skills and practise trades, and some
managed to obtain a limited education, those in the South had
more economic opportunities than their Northem counterparts.
This was partly due to the political weakness of the nonilave-
holding whites in the plantation-dominated society of the South;
in the North by contrast, the power of the white workers and
craftsmen was often applied to exclude or dominate the free
blacks, particularly in economically depressed periods. The
strident claim of Southern proslavery adherents that the position
of Northern free blacks was worse than Southern slaves missed
the crucial point that the former could more effectively struggle
to improve their conditions. As John Hope Franklin says:
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Southemers did not seem to realize, however, that for the Negro the
essential difference between the South and the North and West was
that in the latter sections he had more of the law on his side and could
therefore resist encroachments on his rights. Northern Negroes could
organize and fight for what they believed to be their rights, and there
was a substantial group of white citizens who gave them both moral
and material support.ls

It remains true, however, that although free blacks in the
North had more political rights than their Southern counter-
parts, they had fewer economic opportunities in the antebellum
period.

While some historians reject the notion that slaves, like all
oppressed peoples, were constantly and actively resisting the
system, the fact that slaveowners lived in constant fear of slave
insurrections suggests that more than just paranoia prevailed in
the Southern states. Over 200 slave revolts (albeit mostly minor
ones) have been identified and documented.l6 The Southern
apologist view of slavery as a benign and civilizing system in
which the slaves were well treated, and therefore identified with
the masters instead of resisting them, has been proven (despite
its renewal by some modern scholars critical of slavery) to be
more folklore than reality.lT While it is true that in most cases
accommodation and survival were the most frequent forms of
slave behavior (and perhaps their most persistent social values),
myriad forms of resistance were also a continuing aspect of slave
society.l8 The rebelliousness of the slave group often expressed
itself in less dramatic forms than actual revolts; work slow-
downs, running away or aiding runaways, careless or inefficient
work, damaging slaveowners' properties, self-inflicted wounds,
occasional suicides, feigned illness, theft, arson and even the
murders of overseers or masters.le Despite the difficulty of
quantifying these occurrences, chronicles of the period certainly
affirm their existence. Moreover, what appears as a 'nafural
condition'was rarely accepted. As Kenneth Sta*pp trenchantly
states,

The record of slave resistance forms a chapter in the story of the
endless struggle to give dignity to human life. Though the history of
Southem bondage reveals that men can be enslaved under certain
conditions, it also demonstrates that their love of freedom is hard to
crush.20
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The ability of slaves to construct a viable subculture of their own
(based on family, community and religion) undoubtedly enabled
them to withstand some of the psychological debilitation caused
by the harsh conditions of American slavery.2l Fear of physical
separation from their families, perpetrated by slaveowners with
unlimited selling rights over their chattels, may well have
checked the spirit of active resistance among many slaves, thus
leading them to make reluctant and partial accommodation to
plantation life.

Variations of privilege, incentive and discipline existed within
the slave system. Subjugation was far more complete in
plantation situations based on simple repetitive tasks than it was
in many urban situations, especially those requiring some
exercise of care and initiative on the part of the laborer. A few
slaves had considerable personal freedom and received a near
equivalent of wages. There were, however, inherent limitations
to the degree of freedom possible under this structure.

The nature of the slave system is such that the master class
must control and, in Marxist terms, exploit the slave class22 (since
slaves normally produced more value than they received in
wage-equivalents). Still, conditions in the competitive product
market sometimes prevented slaveowners from reaping the
fruits of this exploitation. Although technically slaves were a

capital input and not a labor input, it is not reasonable to assume
that slaveowners looked on their slave capital in the same way
they regarded, say, their cotton gin. Machines, after all, cannot
comprise a caste or class; slaves and slaveowners do. One can
therefore legitimately employ Marx's concept of worker exploi-
tation to slaves, provided that the original price and maintenance
costs of the slave labor are taken into account. The rough
measure of slave exploitation is thus the difference between the
commodity value created by slave labor (under normal con-
ditions and in the long run) and the value required for slave
subsistence and reproduction.

Siavery is only an extreme version of the class conflict between
all workers trying to minimize their toil (and, of course,
maximize their wages) and owners trying to overcome worker
reluctance. Whether particular masters or even a majority were
kindly or tyrannical is of little importance in understanding the
main thrust of the system. Although there is some evidence of an
improvement in the conditions of slave life in the last decades
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before the Civil War - and the slave standard of living may even

have compared favorably with that of free workers and peasants

in nineteenth-century Europe and America - the yoke of slavery
became more and more firmly set. Genovese perceives an

organic connection between these divergent tendencies, the

slaveholder's goal being to exert a minimum effort in maintaining
control.

The slave regime of the Old South grew more rePressive toward
manumission as it grew more humane with respect to the material
conditions of life. In the specific conditions of Southern slavery, the

one required the other - or rather, each formed part of a single Process
of social cohesion.B

Wallerstein connects increased legal repression and economic

improvement with a key external event - England's definitive
control, by 1815, over the world capitalist economy, including its
abolition of the slave trade. 'It seems self-evident that if you
cannot import slaves from elsewhere (the United States from
1808 on) you have to reproduce them yourself and that this fact

alone wiil require improvement of material conditions"24 The

sheer monotony of the labor and the almost total absence of
control over their own work, coupled with the continual threat or
actuality of whippindt to maintain discipline, must have

strained the slaves' endurance to the physical and psychological
limits. W.E.B. DuBois grasped the distinction between this way
of life and that of the 'free' worker in the desperate era of the
Great Depression:

There was in 1863 a real meaning to slavery different from that which
we may apply to the laborer today. It was in part psychological, the

enforced personal feeling of inferiority, the calling of another Master;

the standing with hat in hand. It was the helplessness. It was the

defenselessness of family life. It was the submergence below the

arbitrary will of any sort of individual' It was without doubt worse in
these vital respects than that which exists today [the 1930s] in Europe

or America.26

Virtually all contemporary studies of American slavery that
focus on profitability (Fogel and Engerman), psychological
affinities and contrasts with other societies (Elkins) or mutual
cultural social adaptations of slave and master (Genovese) do not
cut to the marrow of one vital aspect of the slave system - every
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instrument of persuasion from brute force to accommodationism
(acknowledg"i fy Genovese), and even some extension of social

privileges (is a modest cooptation device), was employed to

lnforcJ and reinforce the power and interests of a ruling class

over its subjects. This hierarchical structure formed the very

warp and woof of the slave system. This was the basic operative

social relation. The essential brutality and inhumanity of this

svstem are not diminished by its'complexity' or by the 'semi-

altonomy' ('adaptability' is a more correct term) of the

oppressed. On the other hand, it is essential to recognize that-the

sLveholders were not fiends or madmen. However much they
viewed their 'victims' as Llntermenschen, the slaveholders never

contemplated the sheer economic irrationality (not to mention
the immorality) of executing them. They knew that the slaves

were the key to their elitist way of life. One did not destroy a

valuable chattel anymore than one destroyed a machine. Hence,

except for rare ociurtences, open barbarism was selective and

episodic rather than general and continuous. It was, however, an

omnipresent threat, since the maintenance of discipline over an

involuntary work force requires it. It is this point of differentia-
tion between the keystone of a system and its subordinate parts

that has been insufficiently grasped by certain historians (for

example, Avery Craven and Ulrich Phillips) who seek to
demonstrate the'irresponsible exaggeration' by abolitionists
about the 'complex' human relations under slavery. Howard
Zinn has dealt with the alleged distortions of the slave-master
relationships and insightfully exposed the shallowness and
passive methodology of orthodox theory'

There is an answer to the problem of how to state simply a complex

truth - but this requires an activist outlook rare among scholars. . . '
If we start from the ethical assumption that it is fundamentally wrong
to hold in bondage - whether kindly or cruelly - another human

being, and that the freeing of such Persons requires penetrating the

moril sensibilities of a nation, then it is justifiable to focus on those

aspects of the complexity which suPPort this goal. . . . The scholar

who accepts no harsh judgment because it does not do justice to the

entire complex truth, can really accept no judgments about society,

because all are simplifications of the complex' The result is scholarly
detachment from the profound ethical conflicts of society and from
that human concern without which scholarship becomes a preten-
tious game.27
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While Zinn indeed cuts to the ethical heart of slavery' a

ru*iulir, outlook must also deal with the economic tap roots of

,t " 
,yrr"-' Subiect to the two constraints that slaves were a

i"pr,jig"J (withthe unique biological ability to reproduce more

than their own value equivalent) that required a certain amount

;;;." in order to functibn, and that slave-produced staples were

Jofal" i","tnationally competitive marketi at prices over.which

,i" ,fuu"o*ners had no control, the individual planters

u,l"-p,"a (like all^capitalists) to obtain reasonable returns on

,-i"li iiru" r,-ents. 28 Unf ortunately f or the planters, their inferior

t "tf", Power relative to merchants and manufacturers affected

ln"i, aUitity to gain profits' While.the qrrestion of the precise

r.rr.f,otoei.al-s6ciolJgical relationship oi the ruling and subor-

fii;;;;i"-; i, i-pottit t in its own right' it pales in comparison

with the crucial facts of economic life'-Certainly a detailed study

of th"..rlt.rre of slavery is interwoveh with its political economy,
-ertainly capitalism is more quality-selective (in a market sense)

ifrurr rtulr"ry. Moreover, the inferiority of the nf1nt31s i* t"i"^t::
to the capitalists was rooted not in the market but in the social

control over labor. Though the planters displayed a modicum of

shrewdness aUout marletittg, their sense of social--cultural

ualu"s inhibited any similar iniights into the-production pro;ess'

The culture of slavery interfered with capitalist rationaltty' I here

islittledoubtthatth'eplanters'beliefintheirownindispensabi-
liW, and in their po-ut to dictate economic terms to the

i"i"riri"r sector, refl'ected their cultural conditioning' Moreover'

the cultural rigidity of the slave-based system at least qlily
explains the lnability of the yling, class to make those

concessions that wouid have prolonged its rule'

Southem whites were split ilottg 
"lutt 

lines' On one side was

ttre ,etativety small plantaiion aristocrary, which dominated the

political, e.ono-i. und cultural scene' On the other was the large

ilonrlu,o"holding class that resented (although seldom actively

.h;u""r;jli th"" planters' hegemony'. while at the same time

fearingihe potentiil or actual iompetition of the slaves and free

men of color. Small farmers who hirbored the hopeof becoming

larger-scale operators and therefore admired the planters were

probably the exception. The ownership of slaves was extremely

concentrated: oniy one-fourth of ttre South's white families

owned slaves and, of this group, almost three-fourths owned

fewer than ten slaves. In L86-0, about 8,000 planters (a trifle more
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than 2 per cent) owned 50 or more slaves, and a disproportionate
number of the slaves worked on these relatively few plan-
tations.il Small independent yeoman farmers, who did not own
slaves but scratched out a subsistence living, were much more
typical of the antebellum South than the slave-based plantation.

A fuller understanding of Southern power relations is attained
by analyzins the intersecting effects of gender, class and race.
Although all Southern women, from black slave women to white
mistresses of the large plantations, were oppressed by a

chauvinist society, some were more privileged than others. In
her insightful study Within the Plantation Household, Elizabeth
Fox-Genovese identifies gender, class and race relations as

the grid that defined Southem women's objective positions in their
society, constituted the elements from which they fashioned their
views of themselves and the world, constituted the relations of
different groups of Southem women to one another. The class
relations that divided and interlocked Southern women played a

central role in their respective identities. Slaveholding, slave,
yeoman, poorwhite, and middle-class town women, as members of a
gender, shared the imposition of male dominance, but their
experience of that dominance differed significantly according to race
and class.31

Fox-Genovese notes that although slave mistresses were
closely tied to slave women in complex ways, they were
privileged members of a ruling class with near absolute power
over their slaves. The slave mistresses were solid supporters of
the slave system while slave women, exploited economically as
wel as sexually, resisted the system as best they could.

Slavery and World Capitalism
The plantation was the vital economic unit of the Southem
political economy. It turned out the overwhelming part of the
Southern staples - rice, sugar, tobacco, hemp and, above all,
cotton. Although diversified farming existed in the upper South,
most Southern plantation agriculture was specialized.

Unlike the slavery of antiquity, slavery in the New World
operated within the framework of national and international
capitalism. It provided the major part of the surplus that
generated the industrial take-off of England and France (and
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later of the united states). Marx stressed the crucial role of

slavery in this Process:

Direct slavery is the pivot of bourgeois industry . . . without slavery

you have no cotton; without cotton you cannot have modem

industry. It is slavery which has given colonies their values; it is the

coloniei which have created world trade, and it is world trade that is

the precondition of large scale industry. Thus slavery is an economic

category of the highest importance."

The fact that the slave South was embedded in world capitalist

relations does not justify regarding it as a minor variant of a
capitalist system - a system in which surplus value and capital

aciumulation take plaie with the use of slave capital.33 Slavery as

a separate mode o] production coexisted with, influenced and

was influenced by capitalism as another separate mode of

production.3a Slav-ery, in essence, was an archaic and inferior

precapitalist mode of production dominated by the plantation

ilass, which had engrafted some aspects of bourgeois civilization
because of its subordination to the dominant world capitalist

system. To be sure, the peripheral position of the South in
.ilution to the semiperipheral North and-to the European core

countries (to use Waller-stein's language)3s does help to explain

the fragility and contradictions of the Southern economy/

weakneisei stemming from its concentration on export staples'

It also helps to expliin the exploitation of the undeveloped
periphery by the metropolitan core, and how the former
iontribuied io the latter.ln other words, the world capitalist

model provides a key for understanding how the surplus in the
colonial countries was Pumped out by the colonialist powers'

In Wallerstein's terms, the defeat of the Southem periphery
slave economy by the Northern semiperiphery capitalist econ-

omy was (within the world capitalist mode of production)
essential for launching the Northern core-dominated economy ol
the path toward builJing a core nation. However, this approach
bypisses an important part of the dialectic' It is simply thjs:-the
ptocess by whiih the South generated its surplus depended on
the sociaf relations between classes in the region. Slavery and
feudalism in the periphery were comPatible with (although
subordinate to) capitafism in the semiperiphery and the West
European core. Alihough the relation between wage-labor and
capitil, basic to capitalism, has points in common with the earlier
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slave system - for example' surplus was appr.9Ptt"t"-1^ll^t:l:

dominant class trom the subordinlte one - the differences are tar

more importattt' Wttiie capitutism.ttas been a relatively efficient

;e;;;'Jt;ro*tn rot u t;"tiaerable period' American slavery

'h"il;";;"iuitt-itt limitations precisely because the hegemony

of the ruling .tu" 
- 
*o"td have been threatened by the

diversificatio,, '"qt'i'"J 
ior growttr' While individual slave

;;;;;;; ;" r" qt'it" 
"uturally"concerned 

with the maximization

bf tn"i, profits, f'"*;;;-;;iit of view.oJ the system' this Soal

was subordinate to the maintenance of an antiquated *:1:^:t
prlirr.tio". The world capitalist approach reveals these weak-

nesses, but does not get ui th" inner mechanism of the system

creating and intensifling them' An analysis of how planter

behavior *u, ir.,nrr"r,i"a] u", not determined, by a- capitalist

il"hay i"rr"ut, the symbiosis of slavery and capitalism'

Export markets ;; ih" main outlet for Southem staples'

Although Northern tu*lf" fit*t also depended on the South for

raw cotton, for"igt i'ua" *ut the ley to rapid American

economic developmeni'i"te it had a large multiplier effect on' all

areas of ttt" 
""or,omt':a 

en emphasis on prior production

instead of on subseqient trade (a reasonable position'. since

;;;;,t"" tut", ptutl before exchange) leads to the conclusion

that slavery *u, p"inupJe single m6st important factor in'this

early growth' Certainiy the most lucrative part of America's

export trade came ;;*;;;J;s turned out by slaves- Different

regions of the .o,"ti* b^enefitted differentlv: profitable mercan-

tile activity *u, .otti"ittiJ'i"-'rt"-Notttt' so the South lagged

far behind, a"spit" ii" high 
"altte 

of slave-produ59d products'

Much of the pru"iJt fiSritt were siphott"d orf by Northern

merchants.

Slavery and Nonagricultural Development

Slaves were also used in Southern manufacturing' mining'

lumbering, railroal building and construction' as well as in

many .ruft o..rrputloit l" tnJ Aties' although the extent of these

activities remains.,.tt"u'' Stampp gives a figttte of a half million

slaves in cities ""J;t;;; 
o' u"gugJa in non"agriculturalworkby

the end of the ,iu,," "'u;" 
"of-ttt"tt't' perhaps 50'000 

'were
employed ir, *u.,i?l.turing' Many in the uppei South' refe.rred

to by Clem".t g"ion us 'q:uasi-f'ee"s were hired out by their

owners for a specified time, and a selected few hired out their

own services ind split the returns with their owners' Slave

artisans and free men of color (more easily exploitable than

Southern white workers) worked as mechanics, carpenters'

blacksmiths, shoemakers, brickmakers and other craftsmen'

(Ironically, blacks were virtual$ excluded from those crafts in the

post-Civil War Period.)' The development of industry in the South, a predominantly

agrarian socieiy, lagged far behind that in the North' The South

alcounted for llss than 10 per cent of the manufactured goods in

the country. still, significant industrial development did o5cul in

the slavehtlding SJuth. The 1860 census indicates that in that

year there *"tE 20,000 manufacturing establishments in the

bouttt employing over 110,000 workers, comprising a- capital

investmeni of $qO million. Several Southern cities had a con-

siderable number of working people' White wage-workers in

those cities sometimes felt ihe competitive Pressure of slave

labor. The threat of using slave labor was an effective weaPon

against agitation by white workers for shorter hours or higher

p"uy.u" Soithern plinters were ambivalent about the use of slaves

in manufacturing, some viewing it as a way of competing mole

effectively with 
-ihe 

North and others as a potential threat to

traditionil, agrarian slavery.a Although some slaveholders

invested theiiagricultural profits in manufacturing, most used

them to buy more land and slaves'

The interlsts of a nascent capitalist class conflicted with those

of the slaveholding class, because slavery, with the eltr:me
concentration of furchasing power in few hands' limited

markets necessary for business expansion and thus weakened

the developmeni of local southern capitalism. .virtually all

Southern manufacturing in the pre-Civil War period was on a

small scale, serving planlation ne-eds with a very narrow range-of

goods. Planter-doirinated legislatures refused to underwrite the

terrelop*errt of internal improvements and, in general' impeded

the growth of a manufacturing class that might- threaten.the

planiers' hegemony or tax their wealth' The manufacturing class

perforce acc"epted i ti-itua industrial expansion with continued

plantercontrol.Thoughfewofitsmembersrealizedit,thisrising
class of capitalists sacrificed its own long-run interests.. by

accepting tire legitimacy of the slave syste*'nt Il the final

anatisis,- the contradictions of this system - particularly the
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absenceofadequateinternalmarkets,technologicalbackward-

""s-""a 
poor utilization of labor - made it less adaptable to

t or,ueri*it"ral development than a fully capitalist :yt}:-'
;i;;1_h some shifting of southern resources from agriculture

," -"iil".*ring did tike place, it was certainly less than would

have occurred under a free-market system' In a discussron ot

riu""-iu*a production in antiquityt Perry Anderson brilliantly

distilled the general drag effect of slavery:

Agricultural slaves themselves had notoriously little incentive to

p&fo.. their economic tasks competently and conscientiously' once

surveillance was relaxed. . . . otr the other hand, many slav_e

craftsmen and some slave cultivators were often notably skilled,

within the limits of prevailing techniques. The structural constraint of

slavery on technology thus liy not so much in a direct intraeconomic

causality, althoughlhis was important in-its own right',as in-the

mediate social w=orld, contaminiting hired and even independent

labourwiththestigmaofdebasement'Slave-labourwasnot'in
general, less productive than free, indeed in some fields it was more

io; but it sei the pace of both, so that no great divergence ever

developed between the two in a common economic space that
excluded the application of culture to technique for inventions."

Hinton Helper: Spokesman of the Nonslaveholding
White Southemer

To comprehend the intricate class-caste-race factors in antebel-

lum America, it is necessary to examine further the relationship

between the nonslaveholding whites and the slaveholders. was

it one of harmony or conflict? Because, as whites, they believed

themselves ,rrp"iiot to blacks, the nonslaveholders psychologi-

cally associateh with the ruling class. This affinity, however,

naraty created a classless relationship between the propertied

shvefrolding elite and the white nonslaveholding masses.

Abundant evidence indicates that the latter resisted the political

control of the former.a3 They recognized that political Powef
advanced the economic opportunities of the slaveholders over

the nonslaveholders. Taxei were disproportionately light on the

slaveholding aristocrary. Employment opportunities. for the
poor whiteJwere quite limited and their wages were abysmally
iow since employers could, and often did, use the threat of
employing blacks instead.4
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Some poorer whitesi like Hinton Helper, protested aglilst
slavery is a system and not merely against some -of its
undesirable effelts.4s His Impending Crisis, appearing on the eve

of the Civil War, is a strident manifesto for the thorough and

immediate eradication of Southern 'oligarchal despotism" *-ht:h

he believed not only degraded the slaves but impoverished the

majority of whites "t *"tt. 
Helper's study reveals a prejudice

toward-blacks as a race ('an undesirable population'), tempered-

by a sympathy for their sufferings under the iniquitous system ot

,iurr"ry. 
^Living in the Northern fringe of the slave region

(Kentucky), *-h"t" the contrast with the more economically

diversifi# free-soil states was more aPParent than in the deep

iouth, Helper had the sensitivity to reject the self-serving lines of

the Southem slaveholding class that emphasized.the mutual

interests of all whitet tug*dl"tt of class position'46 He clearly

recognized that slave labor was the basis of slaveowner wealth,

and 
"proclaimed that the slaves rather thart the slaveholders

oughi to be compensated during the coming emancipation'

Helper said, .
Slavery is a shame, a crime, and a curse - a Sreatmoral' social' civil'

and ptfiucat evil - an oppressive burden to the blacks' and an

incalculable injury to the wirites. . ' ' From the labor of their [slave]

hands, and from the fruit of their loins, the human mongers of the

South lthe slavocracy] have become wealthy, insolent' corrupt' and

tyrun.ri.ut. . . . We jthe nonslaveholding-whitesl are unwilling to

Jllo* you to swindle the slaves out of all the.rights ando"claims to

which, as human beings, they are most sacredly entitled'"'

Helper favored levying a $60 tax on- the slaveholders for each

slave in their possession-lpayaUle to the slaves themselves), for

the economic damage tfrey nia inflicted on the South. Although

he personally favorJd using this tax to finance the colonization of

ex-slaves in Africa or Souti America, he also suggested that the

slavescouldusethefundsfor,theirComfortableSettlement
within the Boundaries of the United States''s

Helper directed his political message to his fellow nonslave-

holders. He called for'Thorough Organization and Independent

Political Action on the part oithe Non-Slaveholding Whites of

the South'; his key opeiating motto was 'The Greatest Possible

Encouragement to Free White Labo( 'ae This is the group that
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Helper wanted to sting into abolitionist consciousness and
activity by showing them that slavery was detrimental to their
material interests by restricting their economic opportunities. He
argued that slavery enabled a small group of slaveholders to gain
disproportionate ownership of land (indeed about 3 per cent of
the population owned one-third of the land in the 15 slave states)
and that it institutionalized the slaveholders' legal control over
the entire region. Slaveholders, said Helper,

depreciate the value of their own and other's lands, degrade labor,
discourage energy and progress, prevent non-slaveholders from
accumulating wealth, curtail their natural rights and privileges, doom
their children to ignorance . . . [and] constitute themselves the sole
arbiters and legislators for the entire South.s

Although Helper nowhere calls for an interacial alliance, he
comes close to recognizing the need for it. He states, 'The
despotic adversaries of human liberty are concocting schemes for
the enslavement of all the laboring classes, irrespective of race or
color.'s1

Helper's view of slavery as the enemy of the white masses
reflects an incipient class consciousness. The psychological
comfort of being white in a system of slavery was considerably
eroded by the economic deficiencies of the system. Yet slavery
had the effect of postponing the class conflict brewing in the
white community. The class consciousness of the majority of
nonslaveholding whites was deflected into a belief that they
could promote their self-interest by opposing the groups (slaves
and free men of color) who seemed their closest rivals. Ironically
it was the police service of the poor whites that kept slavery
profitable. Without their help, the economic losses represented
by runaway slaves - every fugitive was a severe capital loss -
would have been calamitous for the owners. Helping to
dominate the slaves may have fed the egos of the poor whites,
but it bolstered the system that constrained their work opportu-
nities. Hundreds of thousands of the more ambitious were
forced to emigrate from the South in search of a better life.s2

Incipient opposition by the poor whites (declassed elements
and most of the yeomanry) to the institution of slavery thus
never matured. Ultimately, the race split proved to be decisive,
as the vast majority of nonslaveholders sided with the planters in
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the sectional conflict with the North. Many died in defense of an

institution that victimized them almost as much as the slaves.

Despite appearances of unity, white society has never anywhere

been an undifferentiated monolithic b-loc, not even in the

antebellum South. An analysis focusing on the harmony and

conflict in intraclass and interclass relations, and on the culfure

that shapes them, is essential for appropriately weighing the

forces of social change and social containment.

Blacks and Abolitionism

It is worth noting that the struggle for freedom among the

Northern blacks in the antebellum period took place on a higher
level than that of their Southern counterparts. Within the

abolitionist movement, as well as separate from it, a small but
highly articulate group of blacks propounded a variety of views

ranging from assimilationism to separatism. Certain individuals
shifted from one to the other, depending on their degree of
disaffection with mainstream politics that propounded the ideals

of democracy and equality yet continually compromised with the
forces of preiudice and oppression.

While blacks showed enthusiasm and appreciation for the
sacrificial efforts of courageous humanitarian whites in the
liberation struggles of the antebellum and immediate postbellum
periods, they became increasingly critical of the vacillation and
paternalism of their white benefactors. Blacks were, on the
whole, relegated to a modest role in the abolitionist movement,
especially in the arena of policy making.53 Their primary function
in the white abolitionist grouPs was as speakers to enlist
Northern white audiences in the growing antislavery crusade'
Frederick Douglass was among the most eloquent and promi-
nent of the black abolitionist orators.x In their own organiza-
tions, of course, the blacks felt fewer restraints and at times
expressed views that went beyond the calls of most white
abolitionists (John Brown is a notable exception) for moral
education of whites or political action within the major parties.
Many white abolitionists criticized the efforts of Northern black
abolitionists to set up their own independent organizations, and
some blacks resented the pressure not to splinter the abolitionist
movement.s5 The abolitionists, black and white, were at all times
a small avant-garde (not more than 150,000 at their peak), well in
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advance of the great majority of the nation in terms of their moral
sensibilities. With evangelical fervor, this brave band of radical
reformers demanded the immediate and unconditional emanci-
pation of slaves. They tried to arouse the sensibilities of their
fellow men, and time proved to be on their side. Beneath the
relative prosperity of the 1850s, an unprecedented crisis was
building, and the abolitionist vision of the coming struggle was
in Iarge measure vindicated.s6

Unfortunately, the ambivalent relationship of white workers
and abolitionists weakened the causes of both. The antebellum
labor movement was not, on the whole, sympathetic to
antislavery. Fear of economic competition from free black labor
was reinforced by the leaning of white labor toward the
Democratic Party, in which the Southern planter viewpoint
carried considerable weight. Workingmen often expressed
considerable hostility to abolitionism, contending that wage
slavery was more pervasive and important than chattel slavery.
The abolitionist crusade would undoubtedly have been more
effective if it had mounted an assault on the wage system as well
as on slavery, but this was perceived by only a few of the
abolitionists. They never fully understood the class nature of
slavery or capitalism. Most were imbued with the capitalist
ethic.sT

The black movement had its own splits. At a series of Negro
conventions in the 1840s and 1850s, and in earlier literature,
some blacks called for armed resistance to slavery, a stand
strongly resented by an overwhelming majority of white
abolitionists. As early as 7829, David Walker, a free Bostonian
black abolitionist, in a fiery Appeal to the Colored Citizens ot' the

World called for militant resistance to the iniquitous slave system.
He forcefully proclaimed to the slaves that 'freedom is your
natural right' and bitterly rejected Negro colonization schemes.
'Let no man of us budge one step, and let slaveholders come to
beat us from our country. America is more our country than it is
the whites' - we have enriched it with our blood and tears.'s8
Although he did not disregard assistance from well-intentioned
whites, his appeal was overwhelmingly directed to the blacks as
agents of their own liberation.

In an address to the 1843 Negro Convention in Buffalo, the
Reverend Henry Garnet, one of the most revolutionary black
nationalists in antebellum America, exhorted the blacks,
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You had far better all die - die immedintely, than live slaves, and entail
your wretchedness upon your posterity. If you would be free in this
generation, here is your only hope. However much you and all of us
may desire it, there is not much hope of redemption without the
shedding of blood. . . . Brethren, arise, arise! Shike for your lives and
liberties. Now is the day and hour. Let every slave throughout the
land do this, and the days of slavery are numbered. . . . Rather die

freemen than liae to be slaaes. Remember that you are four millions. . . .

Let your motto be resistance! resistance! resistance! No oppressed
people have ever secured their liberty without resistance.se

Although the main thrust of Garnet's writings and speeches
was against slavery and racism, they also contain elements of
more radical consciousness concerning issues later adopted by
the populist movement (for example, the relative wealth and
power of the 'haves' and the 'have-nots'). Garnet stated,

Again: let slavery be abolished in the country and let the land and
labor monopolists have three or four hundred years the start of the
emancipated, and still the free [black] man will be heavily laden, with
an uphill course before them.e

Earl Ofari claims that Gamet

foresaw that simply ending slavery would neither break the power of
the rich controllers, nor insure any meaningful program for black
liberation. It was necessary to deshoy totally the class that held power
if black and white were ever to progress?61

Although this may overstate the degree of Garnet's radical
insights, certainly Garnet understood that emancipation of the
slaves would not eradicate the power of the propertied class.
Garnet and other black leaders were aware of the class divisions
that were beginning to appear within the Northern black
community and sought to contain them. As one writer stated,
'The Declaration of Sentiments [proposed at the 1853 Negro
Convention] asserted the need for race pride, unity, self-
determination, the obliteration of class distinctions among blacks [my
emphasis], acquisition of land, and economic development.'62
Liarnet altematelv advocated black militant resistance and
emigration. The latter was partly justified on the dubious ground
that 'the base of slavery [in the United States] could be weakened
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through the wider use of free labor and the building of an
alternltive African supply of cotton.'63 Despite his sympathy
with the emigration movement, Garnet saw it as subordinate to
the black liberation struggle inside America.

For some black leaders, nationalism took a more conservative
form. Despairing of their ability to secure equal rights in
America, and fearing the indefinite existence of slavery, a Black
Zionism group - of whose members Martin Delaney was the
most prominent - advocated emigration to Africa.6a Claiming
that black Americans were 'a nation within a nation' and that
white America was unalterably opposed to extending equality to
them, Delaney viewed Africa as a potentially rich haven for the
black man. 'This land is ours - there it lies with inexhaustible
resources, let us go and possess it. In Eastern Africa will rise up a
nation, to whom all the world must pay commercial tribute.'6s
Although this emigrationist tendency was an understandable
and psychologically justified reaction to the deep sense of
alienation felt by the overwhelming majority of black Americans
living and working in an oppressive white-dominated society,
objectively this strategy was naive and reactionary. Emigation
may have been a viable alternative for small numbers of free
blacks, but it was not an option for most slaves. Probably not
more than 15,000 blacks emigrated from America in the pre-Civil
War period, a number that represented but a tiny fraction of the
natural increase in the black population. Frederick Douglass, the
most prominent black abolitionist, consistently opposed all
colonization attempts by either whites or blacks, although he
fluctuated between supporting the Republican Party politically
and advocating (and engaging in) illegal acts, such as aiding
fugitive slaves.

Contradictions of Slavery and the Civil War
The unique set of class and race attitudes that the Southern
plantation aristocrats developed to justify the slave system, and
their powerful economic and political position, finally helped
undo the system. As in all class-based systems, the ruling elite in
periods of decisive challenge tend to act - usually in an inflexible,
self-defeating way - to protect their threatened interests. As
Eugene Genovese and others have ably pointed out, the slave
system had to expand into new areas to maintain its viability.
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This pressure brought the Southern slavocracy into conflict with
Northern business interests. Slaveowners precipitated a war to
defend the slave system and its accompanying way of life.

During the pre-Civil War period, in which no single mode of
production had attained clear national hegemony, class relation-
ships *ete complex as well as contradictory. Although the slave

and capitalist modes of production were analytically and
culturally distinct, they were historically interconnected. For a

substantial period of time, the simultaneous development of
Northern capital and Southern slavery proceeded in a mutually
advantageous way from the point of view of their respective
dominant classes. Mutually profitable ties existed between the
Northern merchants and Southern planters. The structural
dynamics of development were such, however, that slavery
gradually became economically subordinate in the late antebel-
lum period, although the political division of power on a national
level did not thoroughly reflect this economic change. The state,
in fact, was in the increasingly awkward position of trying to
harmonize two diverging modes of production, which partly
explains its growing paralysis as the Civil War approached. In
the historical struggle between two opposing modes of produc-
tion, the subordinate one must ultimately decline under the
weight of accumulated intemal contradictions as the barriers to
continued expansion become more and more insurmountable.
This did not mean that Southern slavery had completely
throttled the development of productive forces on a national
level. The process of industrial and ffiancial capitalist develop-
ment was well underway in the decade before the war
(particularly in railroads), although the national political power
of the Southern slavocrary undoubtedly crimped the process by
resisting legislation favorable to the establishment of domestic
manufacturing. Industrial progress was, however, ovenvhelm-
ingly centered in the North. Within the South, the productive
potentialities of capitalist entrepreneurship went largely unreal-
ized. Capitalism remained a weak, truncated mode of produc-
tion - perhaps it is more fruitful to refer to it as a social formation
- and the slave masters (despite some intemal opposition) were
the indisputable hegemonic power. According to Jay Mandle the
plantation economy (whether under a slave, indenture or
sharecropping system) is 'inconsistent with the process of
modern economic development'.6 The planters' monopoly of
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economic and political power, and the orientation of production
to a few leading staples for foreign markets, discouraged new
capital formation and maintained a highly polarized wealth and
income distribution. The Southern slave-based plantation
system was not capable of instituting agrarian reforms6T or
diversified technological developments.

The war starkly revealed the system's economic and political
weaknesses. The Southern slave economy was ill-equipped to
provision and transport an army for a prolonged war. The South
produced only 3 per cent of the iron ore mined in the United
States, and only one rolling mill had the capability of casting
heavy guns.6 Although industry and crop diversification did
make a start under wartime exigencies (the Northern blockade
stimulated the development of a variety of manufactured goods
that had previously been imported),6e the Confederacy was
nevertheless at a severe industrial-military disadvantage relative
to the Union forces. Furthermore, the planter-dominated social
structure compounded the difficulties of financing the Southern
war effort. Speculation and inflation were rife, in large part
because so little of the war was financed by taxing the wealthy
planters. As one writer stated, 'All taxes raised through the life of
the Confederacy amounted only to about one per cent of its
expenditures.'70It took a prolonged and costly wai to shatter this
antiquated structure. The stage was then set for the next
evolutionary advance.

The slaves played a cmcial role in the victory of the North
during the Civil War in two ways. First, they eventually
comprised about L0 per cent of the Union Army, as pragmatic
considerations induced Lincoln and the Union A*y leaders to
overcome their prejudices against using blacks as soldiers (many
served with great heroism), laborers or spies behind the enemy
lines. And second, their flight from the South (certainly i
revolutionary act, even if not conceived as such), seveiely
lessened the war-production ability of the southern secessionists
by depriving them of an important part of their labor force.Tr

- The will to fight collapsed in the Old Confed rcralg t exacerbated
by a combination of military disasters and class conflict between
the common folk and the plantation elite. Although the
nonslaveholding farmers, artisans and poor whites never
constituted an active threat to the slave ordir in either the pre-
Civil War or acfual war era, their perception that the slaveowners
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were exempt from military service must have led some to
question whether or not their vital interests were at stake in the

sectional conflict. Widespread desertions from the Confederate
Army were a partial corroboration that the decline of Southern
resistance had powerful internal causes.

The Civil War developed a revolutionary quality, despite the

efforts of both sides to contain or roll back the forces of change.

Even the Southern leaders in their last desperate months made

the appearance of offering the blacks their freedom if they fought
for the Confederacy. Self-interest compelled the North to put in
motion forces for completing the bourgeois revolution' The
disaffection of working-class whites, as evidenced by the ferocity
of draft riots, foreshadowed the necessity of using black troops to
win the war. This at least partly explains President Lincoln's
issuing of the Emancipation Proclamation after reiterating again

and again that the sole purpose of the war was to preserve the
Union, not free the slaves. DuBois offers a very convincing
description of an important part of this revolutionary Process:

Freedom for the slave was the logical result of a crazy attempt to wage

war in the midst of four million black slaves, and trying all the while
sublimely to ignore the interests of those slaves, in the outcome of the
fighting. Yet, these slaves had enormous Power in their hands.

Simply by stopping work, they could threaten the Confederary with
starvation. By walking into Federal camps, they showed to doubting
Northemers the easy possibility of using them as workers and
seryants, as farmers, and as spies, and finally, as fighting soldiers. ' .

by the same gesture depriving their enemies of their use in just these
fields. It was the fugitive slave who made the slaveholders face the
altemative of surrendering to the North or to the Negroes.T2

The paradox of the antiquated slave mode of production in the
midst of political democrary had to be ended in order to unleash
the vast potentials of the market economy. Released from the
drag effect of slavery, American tapitalism took a giant step
toward eventually overtaking England as the epicenter of the
world capitalist system.

But the upsurge of full-fledged capitalism, while it coincided
with an extension of democracy that helped to free blacks from
their political shackles, actually introduced a new despotism -
that of the commercial-manufacturing economy.

One discouraging response that surfaced during the Civil War
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was the ambivalent reaction of the Northem white working class

to the black emancipation movements. On one hand, Northern

whites did not esPouse the cause of Southern slavery; on the

other, their hieraritry of values did not include a belief in racial

equality on any level. Racism was deeply embedded in the white

workeis' pty"h"t. Their fear of increased job competition from

the freed-blacks was a real one, and it was exacerbated by the

clever use of blacks as strike breakers by many employers in
some Northern cities. What the white workers did not under-

stand was that competition from black slaves was probably

worse in the long run than competition from free blacks, if for no

other reason than that slavery inhibited the labor movement and

led to the use of Southern political power in ways that restricted

commercial-industrial development.
The struggling labor movement pitifully tried to separate its

cause from the abolitionist movement. Within months of the

Civil War, a labor leader at a militant rally stated,

We are weary of this question of slavery; it is a matter which does not
concem us; jnd we wish only to attend to our business, and leave the

South to attend to their own affairs, without any intetference from the

North.73

This was neither the first nor the last time that white workers
foolishly chose to follow their ephemeral race interests rather
than their basic class interests. Is it any wonder that white
resistance took the ugly forms of mob violence, burning of black
homes and businesi 

-and 
draft riots?ta A federal poliry that

vacillated in response to changing pressures may well have

fueled this racial hostility.
There is, of course, a certain logic to the racist behavior of the

white working class -which has indeed followed a repetitive but
not continuous pattern in several different settings. The

economic interest of some of the white workers can, under
particular conditions, be furthered by erecting racial barriers,
even though these gains are severely limited by the class-conflict
framework of a capitalist economic system.

No one better understood the ironies of class and race under
slavery than Frederick Douglass:

The slaveholders . . . by encouraging the enmity of the poor laboring
white man against ths blacks, succeeded in making the said white
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man almost as much a slave as the black man himself . . . Both are

plundered, and by the same plunderers. The slave is robbed by the

slave system, of just results of his labor because he is flung into
competition with a class of laborers who work without wages. [He
might have added, 'or raw minimal wages for the free blacks'.] At
present, the slaveholders blind them to this competition, by keeping
alive their prejudices against the slaves as men - not against them as

slaves. They appeal to their pride, often denouncing emancipation, as

tending to place the white working man on an equality with Negroes,

and by this means, they succeed in drawing off the minds of the poor
whites from the real fact, that by the rich slave-master they are a[eady
regarded as but a single remove from equality with the slave.'"

How poignant it must have been to recognize with such

uncommon clarity the need for an alliance of white and black
labor so that both could be freed of economic oppression, and at

the same time to see the deep-seated resistance by white workers
to any such alliance.

Reconstruction

The Civil War marked a critical watershed in the nation's social,
political and economic development. Aided by the passage of
protective tariffs during the war (when the South was no longer
an opposing force in Congress), Northern industrial develop-
ment was rapidly accelerated. Labor shortages and the high level
of effective demand provided strong incentives for investment in
labor-saving machinery in a variety of economic sectors. The
war-based prosperity of Northern business laid down the
economic frimework for a spectacular postwar development.T6
In the fertile soil provided by the Civil War, the 'spirit of
capitalism' sank deeper/ more powerful roots. In marked
contrast to the vastly increased economic strength of the
victorious North, the defeated South emerged from the war
with a prostrate, disorganized economy, reduced for the most
part to a subsistence level. Based on govemment census data,
one writer concluded that between 1860 and 1870, Southern
wealth had fallen 30 per cent, while Northern wealth had
risen an incredible 50 per cent.T Regardless of the intentions
of its participants, the Civil War was indeed a revolution, a
social upheaval of the same monurnental proportions as the
seventeenth-century English Revolution and eighteenth-century
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French Revolution. As historic turning points they are unpa.ut- f
leled. The famous Beardian characterization of the Civil War and L
Reconstruction as the'second American Revolution'is right on I
t=Th; 

defeat of the Southern slave mode of producti"" il
(including the expropriation of M billion in slave capital) and the I
victory of the Northern industrial-financial capitalist mode I
decisively shaped the American future. England remained the f
center of the world capitalist system - only adamant opposition f
to slavery by its working class had prevented England's f,
intervention on the side of the South - but an emerging capitalist I
giant was in the wings. I

Although ending slavery did not end class and race conflict, it I
did alter their form and removed an important impediment to I
economic growth. The way was cleared for the development of I
classes within the black ranks, although the persistence of racism rI
made it proceed in an uneven and distorted manner. Most of the f
black elite - ministers and some of the former 'free blacks' (many I
of whom supported the Confederacy while yearning for I
freedom) - now realized that their interests were tied to the mass f
of freedmen I

Although the victory of the Union forces swept away one of t
the barriers to economic development, the new, less fettered
form of capitalism reflected a combination of the old mode of
production (a mixture of small-scale capitalism and slavery) and
the new mode of production (a mixture of competitive capitalism
and the embryo of monopoly capitalism). After any war,
especially one as cataclysmic as the Civil War, there are powerful
contradictory social forces at work - those seeking to restore ,f
stability and those aiming to deepen social change. Whereas in
the North the bourgeoisie emerged triumphant, in the defeated
South a fierce struggle for control ensued, crossing both race and
class lines. The contending groups included the Jx-plant"t.f"rq f(weaker than in the prewar era, but still the dominant holder o1

capital), Northern carpetbaggers (petty capitalists in search of
new profit opportunities and dedicated social workers associated
with the Freedmen's Bureau), Southern'scalawags' (moderates

H'trJ".ffi flil .}ll'sini **li:*k:,::: :,ln:"["; i
competition from the ex-slaves), and, of course, 4 million ex-
slaves painfully trying to establish a life for themselves.Ts This .g
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struggle, moreover, took place against a background of un-
precedented graft, comrption and violence that bordered on

anarchY.
The poor whites in particular had lost their moorings. In effect

they were faced with a Hobson's choice: either reject the planter
and his ideals (together with the war, in which so many Poor
whites had died in vain) and form an alliance with the ex-slaves

against their mutual oppressor, or feed their racial vanity by
forming a white racial alliance with the planter to resist the ex-

slaves' attempts to lift themselves up from slavery. The former
option would strain their cultural and psychological conditioning
to the breaking point, while the latter was essentially a dead-end
street in terms of expansion of economic opportunities. By
helping (often initiating the effort) to yank out the fragile threads
of abolitionist democracy in the postwar period, the poor whites
unintentionally affirmed their own second-class status vis-a-vis
the planters and new capitalists. Only a few at this period of
Reconstruction could conceive of (much less act on) economic
solidarity between white and black workers. One study of the
Reconstruction period stated, 'If the white South feared anything
. . . it was not the likelihood of black failure, but the possibility of
black success.'7e The small progressive Southern white minority
willing to accept, however reluctantly, the blacks as free agents
in the economy were ultimately swamped by the forces of
reaction. Although the heroic efforts of such whites and their
black allies were able for a brief interim between 1867 and 1876 to
hold back the tide of reaction, the fierce tenacity of the
reactionaries overturned or neutralized virtually all efforts to
extend civil rights or economic opportunities to the ex-slaves.

After Lincoln's assassination, President Andrew |ohnson
altered the whole thrust of Lincoln's moderate reconstruction
plans. In fact, |ohnson made a complete turnabout in his
attitudes. A radical defender of the poor whites and a bitter
enemy of the wasteful elitist slavocracy, he had been eager to
confiscate the planters' land and economically punish them; he
could be seen in this period as cut from the same cloth as Hinton
Helper. Yet, he soon became a faithful spokesman for the ex-
planters, eager to restore the Southern states to Congress
without extending either civil rights or economic protection to
the ex-slaves.

lohnson used his power to frustrate the noble aims of the
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Freedmen's Bureau to redistribute confiscated Confederate land
to the ex-slaves (by the end of the war, the Bureau had
accumulated 800,000 acres in the form of abandoned estates or
lands of absentee landlords). He in fact dispossessed many
blacks by restoring land that had already been distributed to the
ex-slaves during the war (General Sherman, for example, in his
famous march to the sea had settled blacks on abandoned Sea

Island and coastal plantations). Rather than satisfy the justified
land hunger of the ex-slaves, he virtually forced the great
majority of them, economically destitute though politically free,
to become low-paid wage laborers. Nevertheless, by a combi-
nation of exceptional ability, industriousness and luck a very
modest number of Southern blacks (undoubtedly well under 5
per cent) did acquire land and commenced the steep and dan-
gerous ascent to economic respectability in capitalist America.

DuBois cited ]ohnson's overt racism:

It must be acknowledged that in the progress of nations, Negroes
have shown less capacity for govemment than any other race of
people. . . . The blacks of the South are . . so utterly ignorant of
public affairs that their voting can consist in nothing more than
carrying a ballot to the place where they are directed to deposit it.80

More often his racism was veiled by his repeated accolades to the
free market as the key to economic progress, although it was
strikingly evident that the functioning of a vital free-market
mechanism - labor mobility - was severely impeded by the
heritage of slavery. Formal market equality masked substantive
inequality. Hence the duplicity, or at least irrelevance, of the
following Johnson comment:

His [the freedman's] condition is not so bad. His labor is in demand,
and he can change his dwelling place if one community or state does
not please him. The laws that regulate supply and demand will
regulate his wages. The freedmen can protect themselves, and being
free, they could be self-sustaining, capable of selecting their own
employment, insisting on proper wages.8l

To |ohnson and many other Southerners, the victorv of
Northern capitalism was not expected to alter fundamental$ the
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race and class relationships. One writer trenchantly observed of
the brief interval (1.865-7) between the end of the war and the

setting up of Reconstruction governments:

Southem leaders knew that they could grant the freedman economic
freedom in a competitive society without thereby granting him
economic or social equality, that, lacking a massive and extended
program of economic and educational assistance, the great mass of
Southern Negroes, crippled in mind and spirit by two centuries of
slavery, devoid of property, prestige, learning, experience, and
organization were doomed to remain indefinitely in a submerged
position.o'

In the absence of massive economic assistance to overcome the
heritage of slavery, the extension of formal legal and political
rights was at best a modest improvement and at worst an empty
gesture. Only an alteration of the traditional relationship
between labor and capital could provide the essence of freedom,
and neither Southerners nor Northern radicals (with few
exceptions) were willing to undertake this step.

The defeated, frustrated, unrepentant Southern white popu-
lace, captives of their own paranoid propaganda, feared the rise
of the former slaves to power. They unleashed a savage reign of
terror and enacted the infamous Black Codess3 (strikingly similar
to the infamous black codes of the antebellum era), which
provoked the Republican-controlled Congress to assert greater
control over the Reconstruction process. Litwack described the
growing confrontation between President Johnson and Con-
gress:

What helped to make possible the extension of the suffrage and civil
rights to black Americans was not the activities of black activists (who
lacked the necessary power to give force to their appeals), or the
Northern abolitionists (many of whom rested content with the
achievements of emancipation), or even the radical Republicans
(most of whom would have stopped short of enfranchising blacks),
but the insistence by the white govemments in the South that the
essentials of the old order must be maintained with a modicum of
concession and the equally unyielding determination of the President
to validate the work and spirit of those govemments.&

The rising Northern industrial*financial capitalist class, the
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dominant power in the Northem-based Republican Party, was in
a peculiar position. This class had begun to establish its economic

and political hegemony during the Civii War under the dual
circumstances of expanded economic opportunities and the loss

to secession of the Democratic Party's Southern wing. The

Northern capitalists desired a Postwar climate in which to
deepen and widen their newly attained hegemony, a climate in
which business could most easily flourish.

Although the South, even under slavery, had had profitable
relations with some Northern metchants, Southern civilization
was not genuinely receptive to an all-sided capitalist develop-
ment, and did not dramatically change in the immediate postwar
period.

The ex-planters viewed Northern carpetbaggers as a political
threat. Although some of the revisionist historians are correct in
asserting that opinions differed among Northeastern business
groups conceming the tariff and money questions,ss these
businessmen did agree on the fundamental drive to control the
party in power. To this aspiration the ex-planters posed a threat.
At this point, the struggle for economic interests became
intertwined with political issues. Northem business interests
temporarily and reluctantly joined with social reformers in a

cmsade to extend political rights and a modest program of land
redistribution to the blackss6 in order to limit the political and
economic power of the Southern ruling class. The temporary and
fragile marriage between Southem democracy and Northern
capitalism was thus rooted in the effort of the Northemers
(despite splits in the ranks) to establish their dominance by
weakening the political power of the Southern plutocracy. The
Northern capitalists wanted expanded markets (including the
South), fuller utilization of Southern resources and a cheap
source of labor for Northern industry (which tumed out to be
unnecessary, in view of the rapid increase of postwar European
immigration). Legislation favorable to Northern business inter-
ests, such as tariffs and subsidies (particularly for railroad
development), became the theme of the postwar era.87 Despite
some exaggerations, DuBois's description retains considerable
usefulness:

When . . . the South went beyond reason and truculently demanded
not simply its old political power but increased political power based
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on disfranchised Negroes, which it openly threatened to use for the

revision of the tariff, for the repudiation of the national debt, for
disestablishing the national banks, and for putting the new corporate

form of industry under strict state regulation and rule, Northem
industry was frightened and began to move towards a stand which
abolition-democracy had already taken; namely, temPorary dictator-

ship [of labor reinforced by the military], endowed Negro education,
legal civil rights, and eventually even votes for Negroes to offset the

Southern threat of economic attack.s

Although capitalism did indeed rise in tandem with political
democracy, it has become increasingly clear that it is not per se for
or against political democracy.se Its vital concern is how best to

achieve a steady flow of profits over the long run. Theoretically
and historically, this has been compatible with representative as

well as repressive governments. Northern capitalists backed

Reconstruction democracy (1'867-76) because they thought that
Southern reaction endangered the continuity of profits. Once the
dominance of Northern capital was established, the Republican
Party (the national party for capitalism) was willing to sunder the
relationship between Southern democracy and Northern capital-
ism. Southern democracy had the long-run potential of under-
mining Northern capitalism since redistribution of land set in
motion a dangerous precedent regarding property in other areas

of economic activity. Capitalism, after all, is based on the
inviolability of private property. The logic of capitalism precondi-
tioned Northern capitalists to reject a genuine agricultural
revolution that expropriated the former plantations and turned
them over to the ex-slaves and poor whites. The capitalists
possessed an ideological aversion to any scheme requiring a

significant structural transformation of society and a pragmatic
unwillingness to accept the risks of breaking up viable units with
which the Northern business community had close ties in the
antebellum period.eo

When control by the emerging big business establishment had
been effectively asserted, the continued resistance of the
Southem ruling class (and poor whites manipulated by them) to
Reconstruction created enough instability to threaten production
and profits. This induced the Northern business class to accept
the overthrow of democratic supremacy. Theoretically Northern
capitalists would have benefitted more from a thorough indus-
hialization of the South, but Southern resistance made this an
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uncertain, risky and therefore expensive Process' Moreover' at

this early'st age of capitalist development, except for-periods.of

cvclical lrisisl there 
-were 

adequate investment outlets in the
(orth and West for surplus capital. Hence, the second-best

solution was to accept unequal levels of regional development as

relatively permanent and, within this restriction, to maximize
profits by'using the south predominantly as a source of raw

materials. The North surged ahead; the South aided this Process

but did not share proportionately in its benefits. In rejecting the

cause of democracy, Northern capitalists were acting in their

short-run class interests, which required enough social stability

to allow for a moderately steady flow of profits'
With the newly acquired legal right to contract freely for the

sale of their laboi, the ex-slaves were able to resist the efforts of

the planters to reimpose tight controls through a wage system'

After two centuries under the plantation slave system, the

freedmen's reluctance to submit to a 'free market'variation of the

same work routine is understandable. Crop failures made them

more prone to accept a transformation from large-scale" plan-

tation production fo small-scale tenanry operations'" fh"
freedmen naturally preferred farm ownership, but this required

credit, which wai not readily forthcoming. Sharecropping (a

modified form of feudalism) evolved as a comPromise, and

became the dominant type of southern agricultural production
in the postslavery era.e2 As several writers have noted, the

deconcentration of agriculture into small tenant units was

paradoxically accompanied by increasing concentration of land

bwnership.e3 Despit-e the change in form, the antebellum and

postbellum societies maintained essential continuity'
Control by Northern capital and local merchants forced a

refum to the prewar pattern of concentration on the production
of marketable stapleJ (particularly cotton). Roger Ransom and

Richard Sutch cliim that local merchants used their regional

monopoly power to provide credit to the small farmers at

exorbitant rates, putting them under the yoke of 'a perpetual
cycle of cotton overproduction [crop diversification was strongly
discouraged] and ihort-term debt'.ea The white planters also

exerted coercive pressure against the embattled sharecroPpels,
black as well as white. The chain of indebtedness between the
sharecropper, landlord and banks had most severe effects in
periods of falling or low cotton prices. jay Mandle writes,
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,gharecropping, itself by delaying payment until the end of the

crop year, limited seasonal mobility and guaranteed the labor

s;tlpply.'e5 Although this system did enable many landowners to

maintain control over production and to minimize economic

risks, its overarching effect was to retard the progress of the

South; little incentive existed to allocate resources in a way
conducive to cumulative regional development.

The impact of racism was felt by whites as well as blacks.

Racism impeded the upward mobility of the recently freed slaves

and helped to keep the South in poverty. Discrimination made it
rnore costly and difficult for blacks to acquire skills and

education. In any case, as long as the South remained an agrarian
region with a very thin industrial base, demand was low for
skilled workers of either race.

Although there was a trickle of black migration from the rural
areas to urban centers of both the North and South, agriculture
continued to dominate the Southern economy until well into the
twentieth century.e6 The South remained a low-wage, low-
productivity, undeveloped region in the postwar period. Pro-
duction methods continued to be based primarily on labor rather
than capital. Mandle effectively explains this in terms of the
'social context' of cotton cultivation:

Even after the Civil War cotton cultivation took place within a
plantation economy that continued many of the features of the slave
regime. It continued a social structure and way of life that militated
against the introduction of new technology. . . . Plantations used a

plentiful supply of low productivity/low wage labor mobilized under
the close supervision of management to achieve substantial returns
. . . The planters profit orientation led him to minimize the use of
capital in production. . . . The nature of class relations between
planter and worker inhibited the search for greater productivity.ez

The Ransom-Sutch study indicates, moreover, the crucial
importance of weighing private gain against social costs.

While it is true that from the point of view of any single nonexploited
farm operator, cotton seemed more profitable than diversified
agriculfure, and agriculture seemed more profitable than manufactur-
ing, this view cannot be validly generalized to the entire economy.
For the South as a whole, cotton specialization was not more
profitable than diversified agriculture, and an agrarian economy was
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notsuperiortoaneconomywithabalancebetweenagricultureand
i"J"rtiv. . . . The economic institutions established in the post

"-u".io"tio" 
era effectively operated to keep the black population a

il;i";; agricultural laboi force, operating tenant ralms wi.tf. a

backward ind unprogressive technology ' ' ' [and] caught up whites

ii it, t.up, stilled their initiative, and curtailed their economic

progress.es

Without a fundamental change in the land tenure system' the

choices open to the freedmen were quite limited' The geat

majority, but of necessity, worked for their former masters at

noi -n.n better than sublistence wages' Their cry for land went

largely unheeded. The failure of Congress to adopt a policy of

U.it i"g up and redistributing the large landed estates inevi-

tably reiucid the vast majority of former black slaves and many

pooi whites to a status akin to economic serfdom' Historian
john Hope Franklin noted the results:

Because the Federal govemment failed to give the Negroes much

land, they slowly refu"rned to the farms of the planters and resumed

work under circumstances hardly more favorable than before the war

. . . Negro farm workers contributed greatly to, the economic

recovery"of the South' As free workets, however, they gained but

llttte. the wages paid to freedmen in 1867 were lower than those that

had been puia to hired slaves.e

The social price paid by the Southern r98f9n was no less

striking. The^ technological weaknesses of this relaunched

plantaf,on society, which cumulatively worsened over the next

ieveral decades, condemned it to a subordinate stafus compared

to other regions of the country.
Despite 

"uU itt flaws and ii*it"tiotts, the short period of

Reconitruction, 1867-75, was the most racially egalitarian in

Southem history.loo For a brief period the oligarchy that

dominated southern political life was replaced by a democracy.

Poor whites, as welf as ex-slaves, exercised the franchise in

unprecedented numbers for a broad range of candidates. Blacks

paiticipated actively in public life for several decades follow-
ing the Civil War. C. Vinn Woodward claims, 'White leaders

of"opposing parties encouraged them to vote and earnestly
solicited theii votes.'101 Blacks held a wide variety of public
offices in all Southern states, although, contrary to the claim of
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white racists, they did not control any of them' This period

marked the first tentative step toward a society of equals'

eitt o,rgt, DuBois, in his powerful polemic Black Reconstruction,

n"r aJ"UUessly exaggetit"d in referring to -Southcrn 
state

oovemments under Reconstruction as'dictatorshiPs ot labor (rn

Tact they all operated within the framework of private owner-

rfrip u"h prodiuction for an unregulated market)' they were a

hiehly progressive and democrati-c force limiting th9 power of

iir?^'rir"'"i"ir, 
-ir,t 

odocing educati-onal and tax reforms, and

uUo"u all abolishing ptop&ty qualifications for voting or holding

oifi.". Despite tfrJ vigorous efforts -of 
militant Congressional

i"ua"r, like tnadderrr"St",,""t and Charles Sumner to block the

reassertion of power by the former slaveowning class'1o2.and the

.o"t"!"o"t efiorts of i black vanguard to seize and redistribute

ii" pfl","rions, the Republican leiders, as men of property' had

io i"riru to interfere in any basic way with the sanctity of

orirrut" property rights. e pbhUcal revolution might clear the

i""V f.tif,"'aevetoiment ofiapitalist industry, but carrying out

u !1""i"" social revolution wis quite another matter' Because

the ascending Power elite was noi inclined to lay a sufficiently

firmneweconomicfoundationforthemostexploitedstrataof
society, the emancipation could in time be rolled back' even

;il;h slavery itse* was permanently discarded in favor of a

free market sYstem.- 
iftit was a period of rapid economic growth for the country as

as whole, wittr ttre indusirial capitalist class providing the main

organizational thrust. Class conflict within and between geogra-

phical sections was muted by racial factors' In the South'

ironslaveholding whites had viitually no Power fgainst 
the use

of ex-slaves in crafts or manufacturing, ai opposing this would

have meant an interference with the sacred rights of property'

Opposition by poor whites was hardly possible in a society in

which almost all levers of power were wielded by the propertied

dass.

Reconstruction and Labor

ln the postwar period, national unions developed as business

enterprise became more national in scope, and the emer$rng

pattein of black-white labor relations revealed a combination
bf utttu.rg"-ent and tentative efforts at solidarity, running the
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gamut from total exclusion of blacks from some unions' ioint
strikes (some successful), formation of separate. unions(some-

times cooperative, sometimes competitive) and the use ot blacks

to break strikes among white workers' William Sylvis' the

io,r.a"t of the Nationaflabor Union, tried in vain to convince

li" iu"f.-u"d-file white unionists that their self-interest dictated

"-Uru"ittg 
all labor in the common struggle against the power of

-upi,"f. fladicat rhetoric, despite substantial distancing from

practice, filled the air in the htb 1860s: 'lf the whites will not lift
'the colored up, the colored will drag the white down'; it was

tmpossible to degrade one SrouP of workers without degrading

utf, 'ttt" success"of the labor movement .' '.$:p"ttas orr the

cooperation and success of the colored race"103 Tragically the

traro labor movements could not coalesce; the white National

Labor union and the colored National Labor union differed on

ideologicalaswellaspoliticalissues.TheNLU(oratleastits
leaderihipl *u, *otl pohtically advanced than its black

counterpirt. Whereas the NLU regarded the major parties (par-

ticularly the ruling Republican Party) as ParaSons of P,1l3ttli"
capitalism, and thus favored the formation of a politically

oriented Labor Party, the more reformist-minded CNLU sym-

pathized with the ilepublican Party (seen as deliverers from

slavery;, viewed capitalJabor relations as relatively harmonious

and fivored business unionism rather than political unionism,

with the stress on overcoming racial employment barriers.

Despite his evident sympathy f9t tlg black Reconstruction

leadership, DuBois captured the lack of clarity in their economic

and political thinking:

On the whole, it believed in the accumulation of wealth and the I

exploitation of labor as the normal method of economic develop-

ment. But it also believed in the right to vote as the basis and defense

of economic life. . . . They wanted the Negro to have the right to

work at a decent rate of wages, and they expected that the right to

vote would come when he had sufficient education and perhaps a

certain minimum of property to deserve it.le

The political naivete of the black labor unions, and the lack

of sens'itivity of white labor to the special needs of a people.

recently removed from slavery, hindered the development ot

interracial solidarity. Moreover, intimidation and violent oPPo

sition to unionization (particularly interraciaD by the Ku Klux
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Klanlos and men of wealth made union organizingin the South

- where the great majority of blacks eked out a living in agricul-
ture - a task fraught with extraordinary danger. The overthrow
of the Reconstruction governments made the task next to
impossible.

Another impediment to the development of interracial
workers' solidarity was immigration: by constantly changing the

composition of the working class, it very effectively prevented
the establishment of a stable organizing base. Each ethnic grouP
tried to raise itself on the backs of the weakest, and each was

consequently vulnerable to being played off against the other.
The deeply entrenched culture of racism provided ample
justification for this practice; the blacks shifted, in effect, from
iegal slaves to permanent Untermenschen. In this sense, ethnic
and racial discrimination dovetailed as the handmaidens of
post-Civil War American capitalism. They simultaneously
paved the way for capital accumulation as well as for the social

control to ensure that the primary beneficiary of this Process was

the capitalist class (particularly its leading echelons).
When white workers and artisans sided with the ex-planter

class out of fear of the blacks, thus helping to end Reconstruc-
tion, they sacrificed their own long-run class interests, since an

alliance of the poor whites and free blacks was the only way to
avert a substantial regrowth of dornination by the planters.
When the Northern industrialists' need for support to establish
political hegemony was lessened, and prevailing laws and
practices harmonized with the industrialists' acquisitive bent,
support for blacks and resistance to the resurgence of Southern
conservatism dwindled. Private greed quickly squelched what-
ever impulses toward social reform had accompanied the drive
for postwar growth. In accepting a subordinate position in the
national political economy, the Southern conservatives became
masters in their own region. The withdrawal of Federal troops
from the South, following the disputed election of 1876, sealed
the regional victory of conservatism. This victory, however, was
more Pyrrhic than anyone anticipated: the South, as a region,
become a colony of tnl North, a relationship that persisted well
into the twentieth century. Foner's judgment about the legacy of
Reconstruction is on target:

If racism contributed to the undoing of Reconstruction, by the same
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token Reconstruction's demise and the emergence of blacks as a

disfranchised class of dependent laborers greatly facilitated racism's

further spread . . . titl shifted the center of gravity of American

politics to the right.106

The triumph of racism in the US, moreover, foreshadowed

the transition of American (and European) capitalism to a policy

of imperialism, in which people of color in the world capitalist

orbit would undergo a similar Process of degradation and

exploitation.

Populism and the Early Labor Movement:
Temporary and Partial Experiments in Racial Unity

It should not be thought that the progressive aspects of the

Reconstruction period evaporated at once without a struggle or
any important countercurrents. Several decades of violence,

intimidition, chicanery and sheer terror by the Ku Klux Klan

and similar grouPs eventually succeeded in disfranchising the

blacks, but the struggles were intense. After the white-
supremacist Democratic Party in the South had returned to
power, legislative means (for example, poll taxes, literary tests

ind gerrymandering of voting districts) were used to undercut

the previous enfranchisement of the blacks. Considerable
numbers of blacks nevertheless voted even into the 1890s' Two

important progressive movements in the 1880s and 1890s

delayed the counter revolution; the rise of Populism and 
-the

growth of unions like the Knights of Labor, the United Mine
foorkers and even the American Federation of Labor in its early

years.
In the radical agrarianism of the Populists and the labor

militancy of the early unions, important elements of class

solidarity partly overrode racial factors. Populism was a nativist
tnou"-".ri foi egalitarianisml0T - and, in that loose sense,

anticapitalist - which arose from a period of agrarian unrest in
the lait quarter of the nineteenth century. This was a period of
transition from competitive capitalism (anchored in agriculture
and petty commodity production) to monopoly capitalism based
on industry and finance. The Southern Populists had to cross
racial boundaries since blacks were a larg-e part of the small
farmer-tenant class. The farmer-labor alliance of poor whites
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and blacks along class lines was, in fact, the backbone of
gouthem Populism. Under the crop-lien system, farmers of both
races lived in a state of permanent indebtedness to the

rnerchants. Blacks felt the additional yoke of an all-pervasive
racism. As Goodwyn states, even the rare black farmer who
experienced improvement in economic status during this period
was 'just as vulnerable to the whims of Southem justice, just as

unprotected against lynch law, as the most downtrodden tenant

farmer. In this fundamental sense, economic improvement gave

him no guarantee of protection.'lo8 Tom Watson, the leading
agrarian radical of the 1880s and 1890s, tried to form a
multiracial third party out of the farmers of all classes and the
city working class. He told both races:

You are made to hate each other because uPon that hatred is rested

the keystone of the arch of financial despotism which enslaves you
both. You are deceived and blinded that you may not see how this
race antagonism perpetuates a monetary system which beggars
both.loe

Despite intimidation - including many murders of Populist
supporters - Watson received enthusiastic support from the
blacks11O as a result of his forthright call for their full political
rights and his condemnation of lynching, the Ku Klux Klan and
terrorism. The alliance of the white Southern Farmers Alliance
and the Colored Farmers National Alliance, which probably
totalled in excess of a million at the peak, was the basis of
Watson's strength in the South.1ll

Populist ideology drew a basic distinction between the
industrial-financial capitalist on one side and all the agrarian
elements on the other. This dichotomy, while real in many
ways, obscured the conflict between landowners and landless
workersi it grouped landowners, tenants and agricultural
laborers under the same rubric, despite obvious class conflicts
between the landowners and the swelling class of tenant-
laborers. This distinction had racial significance, too, since
whites were more likely to be owners and blacks more likely to
be tenant-laborers.l12 iirren this lack of clarity, C. Vann Wood-
ward's judgment of the Populists and Watson is a reasonable
one:

Never before or since have the two races in the South come so close
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together politically. . . . Under the tutelage of Watson and the

Po"pulists, a part of the Southem white people were learning.to

regard the Negro as a political ally bound to them by economic ties

urr"d u .o^rrrori destinyrather than as a slender prop to injured self-

esteem in the shape of white suPremacy. Here was a foundation of

realism ,rpon *hi.h some more enduring structure of economic

democrary might have been constructed. The destruction of that

foundation constitutes a hagic chapter in Southern history'113

Vann Woodward unfortunately does not trouble to define

'economic democrary' or deal with the thorny issue of the

compatability of economic democracy (however defined) with a

market-directed sYstem.
The Populists; promising effort at interracialism died'

Although the populists won several local elections - in fact, they

received more thln 1 million votes in the presidential election of

1892 - and for a while posed a significant threat to the hegemony

of the planters, they were eventually overcome by external

power. i., uny case, a rural-based movement without organic

iit k" to the industrial working class was doomed to minority
status in a society in which agriculture was being inched aside

by industrial capitalism. The interracial agrarian revolt thus

died, a victim of racism and structural change.

Vann Woodward suggests another factor delaying the victory

of white suPremacy: the Southern conservatives' longtime

pursuit of a poliry of patemalistic racial moderation' These

*hit"r showed a ,tendency to distinguish between classes of the

race, to encourage the "better" element, and to draw it into

white alliance'.1l4 However, during the struggle with the

Populists, who at the time championed the unity of poor whites

and blacks, Southern conservatism shifted to a racist appeal in
an attempt to maintain their political control. The depressed

conditioni of the 1890s provided the peg on which to hang the

new policy. Vann Woodward draws these following overall

conclusions about this period of striking change:

The South's adoption of extreme racism was due not so much to a

conversion as it was to a relaxation of the opposition' ' ' ' What

happened toward the end of the cenfury was an almost simultaneous

- and sometimes not unrelated - decline in the effectiveness of

restraint that had been exercised by all three forces: Northern
Liberalism, Southern Conservatism, and Southem Radicalism. ' ' -
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fust as the Negro gained his emancipation and new rights through a

ialling out between white men, he now stood to lose his rights

throt[h the reconciliation of white men.rls

For a number of years (approximately 1'88&-1905), the union

movement, even in the South, also held racism in check and

resisted capitalists' efforts to use discriminatory tactics for

splitting thL working class. Not all white workers embraced

.ior".tiity; some championed crude (often self-defeating) racist

oositions, such as striking to prevent the employment of black

iuo.kers. Eventually the wave of discrimination engulfed the

unions, but this *ut dtte much more to external pressures than

to growing racism among the white workers'
ftre r"fints of Labor for a brief period in the late 1970s and

l880swas"themostpowerfulunioninAmerica'Appealingto
the skilled and unskilled blacks and whites, in farming and

industrv, they established assemblies in all regions, including

the Solth.1t6 Some locals were racially integrated, other

segregated. The Knights reached a peak membership estimated

b""t ue1n three-quarters of a million and 1 million in 1886, before

undergoing a iapid disintegration at the end of the 1880s'

Thougi m6st blaiks joined all-black locals, over 60,000 flocked

to thi Knights, banner attesting to the union's interraciai

character. T-his quality was important in winning some- strikes'

although the Knights' loose structure, the timidity and oppor-

tunisni of the lJadership, and the fierce resistance of the

capitalist class, especially in the South, badly weakened the
utiott. Among the opponents' arsenal were racial antagonism

between white and black workers, blacklisting of unionists,

using the judicial system to intimidate 'radicals', and sheer

brutilizing'terror. ti is titety that the cyclical nature of. lhe
capitalist Loto-y also weakened the solidarity of the ryorki1g
cliss in general. The redundancy of labor accomPanying the
depressed conditions of the late 1880s and 1890s put severe

stress on the interracial alliance. Eventually it snapped' Oppor-
tunism and moral decline overcame the developing sense of
brotherhood. As one study lamented:

The decline and disappearance of the Knights of Labor was a tragedy
for all Americun *ork-"rs, but especially for the black workers' For a

brief period a national labor body had actually challenged the racist
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structure of American society' ' ' ' The Knights contributed immen-

;;il;;;";; a brief. era of good feeling between black and white

workingmen, even ln the South' From those heights the Knights of

LJ". l["aiiy declined, year after year weakening the 
-fraternal

[."at it had tuilt until at the end it became an apologist for white

supremacY.117

The United Mine Workers was another maior bulwark against

racism. Black labor played an important role in coal mining and

i" itt" iron and steel industries in Alabama, particularly in the

Birmingham district. By 1900, more than half of the labor force

in thes6 industries was black. Despite growing racial hostility in

lhe hst decade of the nineteenth century, examples of class

rofiautity transcending racial conflict were quite frequent in the

U]r,/fW. interracial cooperation within the union was the rule

rather than the exception. One writer stated:

Inatleastadozenunions,includingsomeoftheexclusionaryones/
officers and members argued that effectively organizing the- South

aepu.tded on the inclusi-on of black workers' Both the egalitarian

pittciples of the labor movement and the self-interest of white

wo.k".s, they insisted, dictated that Southem Negroes not be left

unorganized. . . . ,A'ltt orrgh the admission.of black workers to labor

uniois and the militanry 6f *uny of these black unionists conflicted

with increasingly strident demands in the state [Alabama] for Negro

subordination, 6hck workers and their unions received aid and

encouragement not only from white union members, but occasion-

uify f.o# other elemenis in the white community'lr8

Unfortunately, these promising episodes in intenacial union-

ism were endei by intimidation and violence from the capital-

ists and the gov-ernment (which closely reflected business

interests), urtiUy the union's own adoption of exclusionist

policies aim"a at protecting skilled workers from the unskilled.

by the early 1890s, the Am6rican Federation of Labor, organized

according io skilled crafts, had become the dominant labor

union. Xttnougn the leadership resisted racism for a brief

period,within-adecadediscriminationhadbeenformallyor
informally institutionahzed..lle The AFL leadership accepted

discrimination in its affiliates, because it lacked the power to

oPPose it effectively. Through either restrictive membership
clauses or 'tacit consent', blacks were virtually excluded from
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craft unions. Auxiliary union status for black workers was only

slightlybetterthanoutrightexclusion;blackunionistswere
i"r"t.i.i"a to less skilled fobs. Union policies heightened the

thck workers' iob insecurity and made their earnings mgrq

unstable than those of whites. Block's explanation of the blacks'

outsider position in the craft union is useful:

PriortotheformationofnationallaborunionsNegroeconomic
moblllty was mainly limited by public and employer prejudice.' After

the formation of nitional unioni . . . conscious stePs were taken by

the unions to institutionalize Negro subordination' ' ' ' These

unionswerenotactingwithanyspecialmalicetowardstheNegro;
theymerelyhelpedcrystallizesocialsubordinationaSaneconomlc
*"upon to mainiain and raise their members' economic security and

general socio-economic status in society' ' ' ' This was economic

ireservation in a society beset with cyclical fluctuations' Fewer

It6Ut" for the upp"t o..upational strata make greater bargaining

pJ*u, with respect to wagls, and also more regular work for the

ilite. t20

Foner claims that it was the economic distress accompanying

the Jepression of 189H that weakened the workers' sense of

interracial solidarity and gave the AFL a more racist and less

class-conscious orientation.

Racial clashes intensified as blacks sought work desperately,

undercutting the white unionists. ' ' ' As employers stepped up the

use of blacli workers and manipulated racial antagonism to drive

down labor costs in the economic crisis, most unions affiliated with

the AF of L continued to refuse to accePt Negroes as equal members

andinsteadincreasedtheireffortstodriveblackworkersoffthe
job.ttt

As racial discrimination by the AFL increased, black workers
became more hostile to unions and, for their own survival'
accepted the role of strikebreakers (although- they never
consiituted a majority among strikebreakers), when manage-

ment found it useful tt use them. This exacerbated the racism of
white workers by 'demonstrating' to them that blacks were
anxious to nush their own interesti at the expense of the whites.
What whiL unions wanted, especially in periods of limited
markets, was the impossible combination of excluding blacks
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from their unions but not having them work as scabs' Since

most blacks in the nonagricultural sector were unskilled, and

since only a minute fraction of unskilled workers were union-

ized as iate as the 1g30s, blacks were almost completely

excluded from the entire labor movement'

Even in the Populist and early labor movements' the

coalitions between white farmers-workers and blacks mixed a

substantial element of expediency with incipient class con-

sciousness. Racism and class consciousness appeared to move

in a semi-cyclical pattern, with the dynamics of class and race

continually intermeshing. The cohesiveness of the temporary

racial alliance among whites, in response to what they perceived

as a threat by blacks, tended to break down when the key fact of

life in a maiket society - difference of class interest - asserted

itself. As small farmers and workers came to resent the control

of powerful economic interests - corporations, banks, utilities,

the state - their class consciousness began to cross color lines,

since power considerations demanded it regardless of the social

preferences of the 'superior' race. In those circumstances, the

wo.kers recognized thlt racism undermined or inhibited trade-

union consciousness (which can be viewed as a stage in the

development of genuine class consciousness). unfortunately,
this raiial solidarity had a weak base that seldom survived

strong resistance by the powerful conservative forces in society.

The rialue derived by these forces from racism, during this first

major thrust toward monopoly capital, is beyond dispute'

Cont"mporary studies of the-period, such as the Congressional

Industrill Commission on the Relations of Capital and Labor

(1898), revealed that discrimination pulled down white wages as

well as black, and that many capitalists used it expressly for that

purpose.122' A study of the history of race and class struggle in this pelod
reveals an interesting (and perhaps vital) regional variation'

Although racism was"undouUteaty emUedded in a deeper and

cruder iay in the South than in the North and West, it is in the

South thai one finds the greatest efforts to overcome it, in the

form of class-conscious inierracial alliances of poor whites and

blacks, especially in occupations where blacks comprised a

significant part of total employment. Southern history Proves
that the drive for interracial solidarity based on mutual seu- f,
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interest has been incredibly strong and persistenU it was

overcome only by an unparalleled offensive by the ruling

classes, ranging from cajolery and monopolistic use of the

cultural apparatus to force, fraud and sheer brutality. Under

capitalism class solidarity has been powerful enough that its

recurring breakdowns and the rise of racism have again and

again been followed by a regeneration of worker unity. The very

pressures that splintered the working class also helped to re-

cement it.

Industrial Workers of the World: The Labor Movement's

Finest Hour

A valiant effort to arrest the onrushing tide of racism was made

by the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW), the most

thoroughgoing antiracist union in American history. This was

no elitist, genteel, procapitalist union (such as the AFL), but
rather a direct-action industrial union, completely eschewing
traditional parliamentary politics. The purpose of strikes was

not only to lessen the poverty and exploitation of the working
class; it was also to raise the workers' consciousness by instill-
ing in them a sense of their power as a class (what Marx called
Klass filr sich). The goal of this process of education and class

struggle was to create a general strike against the entire
capitalist system.

The racial attitudes and practices of the IWW, the 'Wobblies',
reflected no ambivalence or mere expediency. The radical
leadership took on unskilled, exploited but quiescent workers,
overcame much of their cultural conditioning, and pushed them
toward industrial action through racial and class enlightenment.
Carrying the gospel that'an injury to one is an injury to all' and
'all of the working class is one big union', they made inroads
into the lumber and waterfront industries (neglected by the
AFL), where blacks were a sulstantial part of the labor force.
They won several strikes (mostly in the decade before World
War I) that were models of racial solidarity in the face of
powerful outside pressures. Examples of radical rhetoric that
raised the specter of trouble for the employing class, and
Provoked a powerful reaction, included:
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we shall ourselves assume control of our industry and dictate the

conditions of work . . . southem workers ought to realize that while

there are two colors among the workers in the South there is actually

orrty o.t" class. . . . As far is we, the (white) workers of the South are

con'cemed, the only'supremacy'and 'equality' they (the employers)

harre e.re, granted us islhe supremacy of misery and the equality of

rags. . . . fro longer will we allow the Southem oligarchy 
19. 

dliid"
ani weaken r.ts ott li.,"t of race, craft, religion and nationality'"'

Under IWW tutelage, some workers saw that playing off

white and black workers against each other enabled the

capitalists to oppress all workers. If it had not been for the

violent and brutil resistance of the outraged employers (par-

ticularly in the south) backed up by courts and police, the inter-

racial s'olidarity would probably have deepened and spread' As

Dubofsky said in his detailed study of the IWW: 'As far as

southern workers are concemed, the IWW preached nonviolent

and industrial action; the companies practiced violence and

inflicted murder and mayhem upon union members' To put it
bluntly, violence initiated by employers destroyed Southern

unionism.'124
The lesson to be learned from the experience of the IWW is

clear: ruling classes use the state as a repressive mechanism

against the working classes when they (or at least a leading

sJction) feel their continued hegemony threatened. The form

and degree of control may run the gamut from moderate

harassm"ent (for example, that encountered by present-day

radicals) to savage reprisals (for example, as experienced by

IWW members).
The legacy of the IWW remains labor's finest hour. Dubofsky

stated it well:

The history of the Wobblies is also part of the never ending struggle

to humanile conditions in the workplace by creating a social system

in which workers, through their own democratic institutions'
determine the nature and goals of work.ls

In affirming a rigorous standard of racial equality, the IWW
reached a level oi consciousness that today's bureaucratized
unions could well emulate. The contrast of its all-embracing
unionism with craft unionism, which dominated in this period
before World War L reveals the ineffectiveness of craft unions as

instruments of class struggle and antiracism. At its best, craft
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unionism can provide improvement for only a part of-the-work

6rce. More normally it divides the working class and- helps to

iegitimate capitalism as a system. The future course of the labor-
'iipital 

conflict may well hinge on which approach wins the

*irk"tt' consciousness, and that assuredly influences political

organization and action by the working class.

The TriumPh of ]im Crow*

As Jim Crow reigned in the last decades of the nineteenth and

firsi decades of the twentieth century, in its wake followed a

mvriad forms of discrimination, mob violence,l26 and the rise of

m'onopoly capitalism. The entry of the United States into

imperialist ventures - starting in 1898 with the Spanish-

American War, which brought some 8 million colored people

under the American aegis - provided grist for the southern mill

of white suPremacy. 
-The reactionary view of black racial

inferiority dominated from the'redneck'regions of-the South to

the groves of academe. Blacks were effectively disfranchised in
ever!' Southern and border state by 190f10. Segregation was

the iule in virtually all public accommodations and schools'

Supreme Court decisions, such as Plessy v. Ferguson, reflected

and reinforced these Practices.
At the turn of the century, about 80 per cent of the black

population resided in the rural South, and it was here that
racism was most ruthlessly enforced. Southern whites used a

variety of strategems to slow the exodus of blacks to the West
and North. According to john Hope Franklin, these included

the enforcement of vagrancy and labor contract laws . ' . legislation
imposing penalties for enticing laborers away, and the establishment
of systemi of peonage by which blacks were hired out by the county
in order to pay the Iine-for a crime or to pay a debt.127

These discriminatory measures may have impeded the mobility
of the blacks, but they did not arrest it.

Industrial employment in the South increased considerably in
this period for bbthblacks and whites, although, almost without
exception, blacks occupied the lowest jobs in terms of wages

--'Jim Crow, in its coltoquial sense means discrimination against or segregation
of blacks.
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and prestige. Blacks became an important part of the unskilled
laboi force in lumber, mining, and iron and steel production.
Convict-lease arrangements between private businesses and

Southern state governments - a highly disproportionate number

of the convicts were blacks - were not uncommon in the late

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Their depressing
effect on wages undoubtedly strengthened resentment among
white workers as well. Urban life for the blacks was at best a
marginal improvement on rural life. Except for a thin stratum of
black entrepreneurs,t28 who somehow managed to thrive under
difficult conditions, blacks benefitted minimally from the fruits
of economic progress. Moreover, Southern blacks had increas-
ingly become nonparticipants in the political process/ which
reinforced the barrenness of their economic prospects.

Washington v. DuBois

It was against this background of institutionalized racism that
Booker T. Washington, the most influential black leader before
World War I, developed a conciliatory, accommodationist
position. He implicitly justified the lack of black participation in
the political process and urged blacks to acquire an industrial
education in order to better themselves economically. Although
Washington did not favor black disfranchisement, in debates in
the National Afro-American Councill2e from 1898 to 1908, he

indicated that literacy and property qualifications for voting
were acceptable if applied in a nonracial way. He refused to face

the fact that restrictive voting rights were necessarily biased
against the blacks. Uncritically accepting the values of bourgeois
society, he established the National Negro Business League in
1900 as part of a self-help program to uplift the blacks so that, at

some future date, they might earn the white man's respect.
Class conflict as well as race conflict was played down.

Washington urged blacks to reject the appeals of labor union
organizers and to look to upper-class whites for jobs and
protection. In a working-class struggle in Birmingham during
the late 1890s and early years of the twentieth century,
Washington'denounced cooperation between white and black
wage-earners and urged the district's black workers to "main-
tain peaceful and friendly relations with the best white people of
the community who give our race employment and pay their

il

{

I
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wages" '.1s He viewed the establishment of black business as a

key to economic advancement' Unfortunately, many of Wash-

ington's prescriptions were out of phase with the country's

development:

o The demand for some of the skills Washington emphasized
was becoming less important as a result of technological
developments.

o Labor unions were keeping out many blacks who had

acquired skills through the kind of industrial education

advocated by Washington.
o Technological developments in agriculture were making

obsolete some of the agricultural skills he emphasized. The

irony of his call for improved scientific farming techniques

among the black farmers is that these techniques were

accompanied by the development of large-scale capitalistic
agriculture among the relatively small, overwhelmingly white
group capable of making the required investment in agricul-
ture and by the increased pauperization of the small-scale

sharecropper and tenant farmer (among whom the blacks

were disproportionately concentrated).
o The development of American industry from small, competi-

tive units to a few large, monopolistic firms tended to make

small-scale black enterprise a shaky venture. This historical
lag at a time of industrial transition could not help but retard
and distort the development of black capitalism.

When Washington's position is examined in a historical rather
than a modern context, it appears less conservative and more
understandable. Even W.E.B. DuBois, Washington's main critic
at the turn of the century, agreed that some emphasis ought to
be placed on the acquisition of technical skills and pride in one's
work and race. Like Washington, DuBois supported the
development of black business as a way of creating economic
opportunities in a racist society. According to Harold Cruse,
Washington's program of industrial training without political
urvolvement was not necessarily more conservative than
DuBois' program of civil rights and higher education, since the
latter'could not be won under Southern conditions at that time';
indeed, the differences between these two black leaders were
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'essentially tactical rather than substantive'.131 For Cruse, both
men reflected the same social forces but pointed out different
paths of development.

Washington's record clearly shows that he was not against the things
DuBois stood for in civil rights, any more than DuBois was against
Washington's program of making Negro artisans, businessmen and
property owners/ or his philosophy of Work and Money. . . . The
Washington-DuBois controversy was a reflection on the split within
the new, emerging Afro-American black bourgeoisie of our twentieth
century America. . . . Booker T. Washington was the spokesman
and the prophet of the bourgeois national wing of the black
bourgeoisie . . . DuBois was the leading spokesman for the radical
civil rights protest wing of the black bourgeoisie. . . . These
antagonists and protagonists were all of the same class development;
they simply represented different tendencies in that same class
emergence.r32

Although this presentation offers a useful antidote to the
caricature of Washington as a white capitalist puppet, it
seriously understates his differences with DuBois. Fii more
than a 'bourgeois integrationist', DuBois sustained a militant,
uncompromising agitation for full political rights, at consider_
able personal risk. He understood, in a way Washington did
not, that political struggle and economic progress were closely
linked. His attempts, with limited success, to break thi
allegiance of the blacks to the Republican pafty, while recogniz-
ing the 'impossible alliance' in the Democratic partv between
radical Northerners and conservative Southerners,l33 foresha-
dowed the modern tendency among some radical blacks to opt
for independent politics. DuBois' socialist orientation (starting
about 1907) is evident in his call for uni$ between blacks anl
oppressed workers in all countries including the US.rv He was
sympathetic to unions but despaired of the attempts to eliminate
rampant discrimination in their ranks. For the most ardent and
advanced black socialists, their radicalism was stretched to the
breaking point by the repeated unwillingness of most white
workers to support the black struggle against racial barriers.
These leaders observed with anguistr ana exasperation the
abandonment of the class struggle-by white workers in pursuit
of their temporary self-interest. Du-Bois looked to the excep-
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tional fraction - the 'talented tenth' - to provide the leadership
for uplifting the poverty-stricken black masses, and he believed
that, for this elite, a liberal education was essential to inculcate a

sense of civilization. He poetically stated:

It is industrialism drunk with its vision of success to imagine that its
work can be accomplished without providing for the training of
broadly cultured men and women to teach its own teachers. . . .

Education and work are the levers to uplift a people. Work alone will
not do it unless inspired by the right ideals and guided by
intelligence. . . . The Talented Tenth of the Negro race must be made
leaders of thought and missionaries of culture among their
people. . . . The Negro race, like all other races, is going to be saved
by its exceptional men.13s

The main thrust of a long lifetime of writing and agitation
indicates that DuBois was more concerned with community
aspirations than with individual success, and with a socialistic
approach rather than with allegiance to a private enterprise
system (including a black variant).

Without doubt, the key reason for the decline in the
acceptance of Washington's accommodationist-gradualist line
by the black community, and for the rise of DuBois' more
militant stance, was white brutality against blacks, as evidenced
by the number of lynchings and race riots, particularly those in
Atlanta (1906) and Springfield, Illinois (1908). The rise during
the 1920s of Marcus Garvey's black nationalist movement (the
largest mass movement in black history) was another manifes-
tation of this increased militanry, though it took forms quite
different from the DuBois approach. With hindsight, we can see
that the conflict between Washington and DuBois (and later that
between DuBois and Garvey) was more than a dialogue in the
history of ideas. It was a manifestation of the contradictions
created by the powerful social forces of the late nineteenth and
early twentieth century: the Industrial Revolution in an
unplanned, cyclically prone market economy, waves of poor
lmmigrant labor, a state attuned to the needs of capital, a weak
(and essentially craft-oriented) labor movement and an all-
pervasive racism that crossed class and regional lines in a
complex and changing pattern.
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Discrimination and Ruling Class Control

Between the late 1890s and world war I, racism reached a post-

civil war peak as industrialization shifted into higher gear. To

focus on ihe contrast between political democracy for whites

and racial discrimination for blacks, is to oversimplify the

political and economic realities of this era. Whatever democracy

was gained by whites was impeded by the economi: u"9
political control of the ruling property interests, which allowed

ih" poor"t whites (factory workers, small landholders and

landless agricultural laborers) only a degree of power that did
not challenge their control. Racial discrimination against blacks

was accompanied in virtually all cases by class exploitation. It is
nevertheless correct to say that 'inter-class' conflicts among
whites were much displaced by interracial conflicts, and the

hegemony of larger property interests was secured.'ls Discrimi-
nation created a large pool of unskilled labor, required by the

labor-intensive technology of the period, that kept wages down'
In fact, until World War I, almost all factory labor was white, but
the threat of using black labor put severe restraints on wages.

Discriminatory policies served the political as well as economic

designs of the hegemonic class since racism helped to preserve

the ilass rule of the new Southern oligarchy and its Northern
counterpart. At this time it appeared that white domination was

compatible with the order and stability essential for capitalists'
Northern capital, which dominated the Southern economy/

accepted the regional hegemony of Southern propertied inter-

ests since they did not pose a threat to Northern profits or
national supremacy, and may, in fact, have ensured them by
weakening the power of the working class.

Blacks and Imperialism
The position of blacks in American society was markedly
affected by the drift of American foreign policy into imperialism
in the late 1890s. Cuba, the Philippines, Hawaii, several smaller
Pacific islands, and much of Central and South America came

within the American sphere of influence as America became an

important factor in world affairs. The rising class of industrial-
ists attempted to spread their economic and political Powel
beyond the country's borders in a search for new sources of raw
materials, markets for their rising output or markets in which to*

t
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invest their growing profits. The lesson of American imperialism
for American blacks is that a society willing to exploit 'backward'

colored people in less developed countries could not be ex-

pected to espouse democracy for its own'backward'people. The

view of blacks as inferior was held by almost all classes, section

and political philosophies in America around the turn of the

century.137 Even groups like the Progressive Party reformers,
who were interested in the advancement of blacks, were

paternalistic rather than egalitarian in their racial attitude.' 
The historian Dewey Grantham tried to explain the paradox of

a Proglessive Party with strong humanistic leanings that had a

blind spot on the race issue. He finds the answer in the

American attitude toward imperialism from 1898 to L919:

Progressives were no more willing to accord equal civil and social

rights to the people recently subjected by the American republic than
were the majority of Americans. . . . Once having accepted the

ideology of the new imperialism, it was difficult to-escape the logic of
the Southemers' position [on white supremary].l38

; According to Grantham, the conciliatory, moderate Booker T.

Washington's'idea of self-advancement' found'easy lodgement'
: in the Progressive theme of emphasizing individual reforms
i such as restraining monopolies, abolishing special privileges

' and using government to improve schools' These reforms, says

I Grantham, would'produce a condition in which men might be' 
free to prove their merit. If the black could make his way on the

I economic front, political and civil rights would take care of
, themselves.'l3e The Progressives made the same error that

Washington did - not recognizing that political rights condition

, one's ability to take advantage of opportunities on the economic
: tront.

I At a statement of fact, Grantham's position on white attitudes
f toward imperialism and blacks has the ring of authenticity. Yet,

to explain the stand of white America vis-a-vis colored people at
home and abroad, one must consider the short-run material
gains by the former at the expense of the latter. The gains of the
white workers stemmed from their monopoly of higher-paying
skilled jobs. The gains of the white entrepreneur were more

i complicated. At this point in American history, foreign invest-
: hent served to absorb part of the surplus generated by rapid
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World War I and the Black Transition

World War I was a watershed in American black history' A

cent Negro. By 1920, eighty-seven Per..cent of the Negroes lived in

u."u, ou"", hali Negro ii composition.la3

The number of blacks in the industrial
doubled between L910 and 1920.1s This

substantial part of the black populace, changed from peasants to

proletarians. The war dramitiially slowed the waves of immi-

erants to the United states (from 1.2 million in 1913 and 1914 to

ifO,OOO in 1918)14 at the same time that it raised industry's

demand for labor. This favorable labor market created new

employment opportunities for blacks. Business agents of North-

ern industrial-firms lured southern blacks and whites with

descriptions of plentiful work opportunities at higher wages

than elther earned in agriculture. The economic distress of

Southem blacks, as well as widespread social injustice, gave

them winged feet. Although the vast majgrity 9! PJ"tlt
continued Io reside in Southern rural areas until World War II,

nearly 1 million migrated to Northern (and secondarily to
Southem) industrial centers. Between 1919 and 1940, the

proportion of the black population living outside of the South

ior" fro- 1.1. per cent to23-per cent (in absolute numbers from

1.9 million to 4 million;.141 The black population in Detroit

rocketed from fewer than 6,000 to 120,000.1a2 Although a certain
,black belt, had existed in major Northern cities before the first

great migration (white hostility to blacks living in white areas

i'as not significant in this period), the bounded ghetto ,ut y'
know it todly first emerged with the vast influx of blacks during

World War I. The Drake-Cayton study makes the point tnut 
,f,

In 1919 . . more than two-thirds of the Negroes lived in areas lessv

than fifty per cent Negro, and a third lived in areas less than.ten per

development in the domestic economy' The exploitation of

i-"i*"'workers made for greater refurns on US capital invested

i"-i"?"ig" areas under its political control. Hence the unity of

t.ua" ufra flag. Domestic and foreign people- of color absorbed

tfre Urunt of exploitation, which lessened the competition

among whites in both psychological and material terms'

labor force neatlf
represented a trul/
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significant change in occupational roles' Although the vast

*?J-rrry *"r" .o"',fi.ed to unskilled jobs in basic industries like

,t""1, -inittg, meat packing, autos and shipbuildinF: ll"it
economic improveme.,t -ut dramatic in comparison with their

pr"vio,r, staie of abject Poverty. But the rapid changes Put

!"u"r" strains on the sociil fabric; racial clashes in the factories

and outside were not uncommon. under enormous Pressure

from the sudden entry of blacks into the industrial labor force,

tf," eff. took tentativl stePs to open the union doors to them'

ile blacks had as little understanding of the imperialist basis of

World War I as the whites; both patriotically served-in- a

r"ji"gut"a lTny white helping to 'make the world safe for

democrary'.r*t
Theendofthewarsawthereturnoflynchings'raceriotsand

iobdiscriminafion-althoughmilitantresistancebytheblack
'community grew dramadcitly. When the pace of wartime

economic 
- 
eipansion abated in the early Plstw.ar J."ltt'

increased job competition and unemploymgit .T th: 
118h,Iy

populated urban ar-eas fanned the fires of racial discord' Blacks

protestea against mass layoffs in their recently, oq9"u-d areas of

industrial eirployment. The new militanry of the blacks in their

struggle for economic and political iustice confronted fierce

resisiXnce from the threatened whites (including the working

class). Given the past culture of violence, it was only a question

of time before the accumulated pressure exploded' A wave of

race riots throughout the country, of which the hostile and

violent outbursti in East St. Louis (1917) and Chicago (1919)

were probably the most severe,la6 reflected the blacks' deep

frustration and alienation, as well as the weakness of working-

class bonds between blacks and whites' Spero and Harris note

that the migration of 10,000 blacks to the industrial center of East

St. Louis "and the use of some as strikebreakers at the

Aluminium Ore Company, preceded an appeal by the Central
Trade and Labor Union fbr 'action to curb the "growing
menace" of Neero labor' and the 'most bitter race riot in the
history of the nati on' .147 Similarly, they indicate that the
outbreak of violence in Chicago two years later followed on the
heeh of the misration of thouiands of Southem blacks in search
of work in ihe steel and meat-packing industries' Their
conclusion is that in both affairs 'Cbmpetition between white
and Negro labor, and organized laboy's failure to bring the

I

$

t
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Negro into the Unions, stimulated latent racial antipathy. Racial V
antigonism made it possible for employers to play off one racial

g.o,tp against the other.'l€- 
Wilhin the AFL, the relatively small number of blacks raised

militant voices against union discrimination. Some radical

blacks advocated setting up their own unions in order to
struggle more effectively against employers and discriminatory
white unions.rae Other radical blacks like DuBois 'advocated a

dual position: Negroes should work increasingly to build black-
white unity in the labor movement, but at the same time they
should challenge and unrelentingly attack segregation and
discrimination in the trade unions'.lil DuBois observed with the
same poignant insight as Frederick Douglass the unity of aims

between white and black labor and the bitter irony of blacks

serving as scabs or wage undercutters because of white labor's
refusalto make commorr.u.rr" with them. ,,,;.f,

Theoretically we are a part of the world proletariat in the sense ,h";q
we are mainly an exploited class of cheap laborers; but practically we
are not a part of the white proletariat; and are not recognized by that
proletariat to any great extent. We are the victims of their physical
oppression, social ostracism, economic exclusion, and personal
hatred; and when in self-defense we seek sheer subsistence/ we are

howled down as scabs.lsl

The Ku Klux Klan experienced explosive growth during the
1920s to 3 ot 4 million members including many in Northem
regions. The frustration of the whites in dealing with blacks no
longer willing to be submissive led to an unprecedented wave of
lawlessness and violence. Although blacks suffered higher
casualties than whites, they fought back with an ardor that only
the exploited who have glimpsed the possibility of change can

summon. Doubtless one of the chief leasons for the emergence
of the New Negro in the 1920s was increasing urbanization,
because the possibility of group solidarity is so much greater in a
concentrated urban environment than in the isolated counbry-
side. In a rapidly expanding urban ghetto setting, blacks became
more aware of their potential political and economic power; the
ability of terrorists to intimidate them therefore diminished.

Despite resistance by white workers, increasing numbers of A
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blacks did achieve entry into various industries. This proce-s-l

was sometimes used by big business to crimp union activi$r:"'
white unionists often unwittingly aided the very management

they opposed by forcing black workers into scabbing in order to

entbr industrial plants. Despite the vigorous efforts of black and

white radicals to batter down the walls of discrimination during

the 1920s, by the end of the decade, not more than 1,0 per cent of

the blacks in industry were in labor unions. The combination of

capitalist and white worker racism kept them anchored at the

lower rungs of the industrial 1adder.153 The nature of craft

unionism imparted a political conservatism to the AFL, pre-

vented effective struggle along class lines and weakened the

union's power in bread-and-butter industrial disputes with
management. The insensitivity of the AFL to racism is only one

aspect of the inherent limitations of craft unionism, particularly
*h"n u..ompanied by low political consciousness. On a

practical level, the AFL never succeeded in organizing more

than a tiny percentage of the workers in basic industry.
The position of black capitalists in business improved in the

1920s, although in terms of the national economy, the change

was minimal. The ghetto economy was the fragile basis of the
new black capitalism. Periods of economic distress created
significant unemployment among blacks, which reduced black
spending power and made the ghetto-dependent business firms
very vulnerable. The vast majority of these firms were high-cost,
inefficient outfits with limited credit for expansionary invest-
ment. A black business elite, centered in banking and insurance,
did develop, but it lagged far behind the white elite since racism
restricted virtually all of its activities to the ghetto economy.

In addition to their inferior labor status and a higher
unemployment rate even in the midst of the prosperity, blacks
also carried a heavier burden of the agrarian distress of the 1920s
than whites did because of their higher concentration in the
agricultural sector. Natural disasters like the boll weevil (which
laid waste immense areas of the Southeast), economic factors
such as increased foreign competition and technological
changes that displaced farm labor contributed to the relative
decliie of agricuiture. Although the general prosperity of the
1920s swept the blacks along with it, the shaky foundation of
that prosperity would becorie all too evident in the following
qecade.
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The Great Depression and World War II

claims that the industrial union structure of the CIO (as opposed

to the craft structu," oi tt1" AFL) made it more Prone to accept

While the unprecedented economic collapse of the 1930s was

severe for whites, it *ut tuiutlysmic for biacks'ls From a third

to a half of the black labor force were unemploved in most of the

1e30s - more than s6;;;;;-t h;gi:; tt'u" ro' whites' As the

Depression deepened" Pf::Yt". from unemployed white

*orkers induced *u"y tupitulists to replace black labor' even in

positions normally ;;i;;J 'Negrb iobs'' The number of

iamilies on relief *ut tiujg"ting' pa"rticularly in the cities" Yet'

even at the bottom "f 'ftJ"n*pl 
discrimination continued'

As a protest againsi ttt" o""^to"t conditions of the 1930s' the

Populist spirit reawalli"a in the agrarian South and the indus-

;ili;;td.G wi.t i""a"tthip by r'ihite attd black socialists and

communists, t 
",oic 

uffo'ts iuetu made in the South to form

interracial agriculturai;;;;t' though these were held in check

;;-iit;- ;;;:l combination of adamant resistance (including

biutal violence) by ;;ilts, 
"ided 

by local police.anq courts'-:nd

Ii"-i"ufili,y of trt" oppressed whites to completely,gYelcome

their own raciut conJl'tilning. The abysmal poverty of black and

white tenants was reinforce"d by their political weakness'

From the end of W-;;i; W"t I until the formation of the CIO in

1935, the American labor movement was dominated by racist

craft unions. ff,e appearance of the CIO- on the industrial scene

was a turning poi"[i"-t"t-' of 'ut" 
and class issues' Although

the CIO's entry into mass-production industries (such as auto'

steel, rubbe, u.a 'i"ui 
p"tllC"gl aid not bring an 

"'19 
to,tTi"t

discrimination in itta"itty uid th" unions' it did mark a

renewed ef f ort to otg""i"" i"austrial w orkers. regatdt:t-Tt^ t 
."ltt

or level of skill. R""v fUutsttull' the eminent t*f,::"^1T::ti

The CIO's racially egalitarian policies emerged out of ideologi'
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cal and organizational struggle. while the black clergy and most

black comlmunity leaders were hostile or aloof to the union

rnovement, black (and white) union organizers (including some

communists) struggled valiantly, and with some considerable

,rr.."rr, to'enlisilhe sympathy of the working class' Since

fiu.tr constituted a significlnt part of the unskilled labor force

in ,"rr".ul mass-produition industries, self-interest induced the

white workers to accept black entry into the unions' Even in the

South, the CIO organizers courageously preached the message

of worker solidarity against the reactiorary forces, w\o w-9ry

often in covert alliance with the AFL.1s7 In addition, the CIO

was active in the political struggle for equal opportunities for
blacks through its Committee to Abolish Racial Discrimination

and its Political Action Committee'
For one of the few times in history, black workers were

organized without discrimination, although the CIO did not

figlt strongly against the traditional racial occupation patterns.

RXAsm *ilhin ihe ranks of the white workers - particularly

among poor southern migrants to Northern industrial centers -
*u, 

'.,"oi 
eradicated ovu.night. It lingered in diminished form,

Jespite the laudable effortJof the more advanced members and

the national office. Large numbers of blacks did penetrate

previously excluded industries (especially during the acute labor

shortage of World War II), but disproportionate numbers

remairied trapped in dangerous, onerous and poor-paying j9b::'

While interraiial working-class solidarity was never a full-

fledged reality, the CIO d-"s"w"s credit for planting the seed.

Labor historian Philip Foner concludes that

Whatever its shortcomings, the CIO was unquestionably the most

important single development since the Civil War in the black

to.k".', struglle for equality. . . . Before the establishment of the

CIO barely 1OO,OOO blacks were members of American trade unions;

by 1940 there were roughly 500,000' ' ' ' In four years' organized

labor achieved more for 6tact workers - with the participation of the

black workers themselves - than it had in almost a century of

previous existence.ls

The reformist thrust of the New Deal administration' under

Pressure to stave off the collapse of capitalism, induced the
adoption of some pro-labor legislation at the state level, but at

the iorporate levei, only extraordinary worker solidarity (par-
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ticularly in basic industry) could induce capital to yield.some of
its power. President Roosevelt did not mount a challenge -to
either racial segregation or disfranchisement of the blacks.lse

Concessions were made to the new industrial unions, but with
the greatest reluctance. It is also essential to note that legislation

favoiable to labor unions (for example, the Wagner Act) was not

as effective in advancing the interests of black workers as white

workers, since it did not bar racial discrimination by the

unions.160 The significance of the CIO experience for black and

white workers was not so much in economic improvement -
although this did indeed occur in terms of wages, security and

working conditions - but rather in a growing awareness-of their
power through joint participation in industrial action. While the

union did not actually strike at the basic prerogatives of
corporate ownership and control, neither did the rank and file
accept the ideology of class harmony. In a period of recovery

and war-induced economic expansion, the working class was

not yet ready for an open anticapitalist struggle. Labor's

militancy was deflected by an immature class consciousness.

Some of the valuable lessons of this Prewar and war experience

were frittered away in the anticommunist hysteria after World
War II, in which the most politically and racially progressive of
the unions were expelled from the CIO. Nevertheless, the

experience served as a base from which to commence again the

urd.ro,tr task of politicizing the working class on the basis of

class struggle.
World War II ended the Great Depression and sharply

accelerated the black proletarianization that had been develop-
ing since World War I. Blacks rapidly increased in the industrial
h6or force at all skill levels (particularly the semi-skilled) as their
numbers rapidly declined in farm labor. It took militant action

by blacks, such as the threat of a massive march on Washington
in fq+f to demand fair treatment in the labor market, as well as

several years of acute labor shortages accompanying the
massive war effort, for the racial barriers in industry and unions
(particularly in craft unions like the Brotherhood of Locomotive
f,oremen)tu1 to start crumbling. For some time, shortages of
white labor coexisted with black unemployment. Production
was thus sacrificed and the mounting of an all-out war effort
impeded. The response of the state to this crisis was decisive; it
had to overcome the particularist, narrow, short-run interests of
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sorne capitalists and some unions in order to advance the

eenerul iapitalist interest. The exigencies of war demanded a

|u[er and more effective use of black manpower, however much

lhi, tut counter to cultural and economic conditioning. The Fair

imploy-"nt Practice Commission was established to put

or"i*t" on both unions and companies with war contracts to
'ena tn" discriminatory practices that were clearly hampering the

war effort.
Fighting racism in Germany necessitated certain socio-

econlomicthanges on the domestic front, and the state was the

necessary vehiile for this Process. Pressure from the blacks

themselves as the most oppressed stratum forced, or at least

induced, a series of changes affecting the status of the black

working class - and eventually that of the white working class'

The nor-thward migration of Southern blacks, which had slowed

during the depression, now swelled to enormous proportions in
,"rpoit" to unprecedented industrial production' In the decade

spanning World War II, blacks became a thoroughly urbanized

people, llthougtr a majority continued to reside in the South

weli into the i970s. Still more important politically was the

entrenchment of blacks in the union structure. Discrimination
was far from extirpated (particularly in the stubbornly resistant

craft sector), but it had receded in importance, at least in terms

of capital's ability to manipulate the working clags for its own
economic advanfage. In effect, the class struggle had attained a

higher and more decisive stage from which the ultimate demise

of the capitalist system was faintly visible.

Summary and Conclusion

The history of the period up to the 1940s is a tangled web of c-lass

and race,'accommodation and resistance, unity and conflict,
exploitation and benevolence, equality and paternalism, all
woven on the structure of such changing modes of production
as slavery, feudalism and capitalism. It demonstrates the
interconnlctedness of changing societal forms, the changing
relations between whites and blacks, and the changing class
struggle. American economic development vitally affected the
position of blacks, and their position in tum vitally affected the
course of American economic development.

In this period capitalism emerged fully triumphant. The
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contradictions engendered by previous systems like slavery -
supplemented, of course, by a class awareness of these
contradictions and appropriate political forms of organization -
eventually brought about their demise. Capitalism greatly
enlarged society's productive potential as well as the sphere of
individual freedom for particular groups. But those benefits
were bought at a considerable price, in the form of low
standards of living for the working class and blacks.

Capitalism did not arrive fully formed after the eclipse of
slavery and feudalism, though its growth was intimately linked
with both of these systems. Accompanying this growth, and
partly the cause of it, was a widening of inequality, particularly
for the blacks. In addition to this economic burden, blacks
suffered from political and social injustice at the hands of the
white ruling and working classes. Comparatively few white
workers saw any conflict between demands for increased
political democracy for themselves and the maintenance of
discriminatory barriers for blacks. Except for brief sporadic
periods, racial conflict prevented the emergence of broad-based
working-class consciousness. Labor has paid a steep price for its
failure to mount a sustained offensive against racism - not only
in lost strikes and lower wages, but also in its persistently weak
political organization for altering the power structure in society.

It is the social and economic structure of the capitalist system,
with its built-in exploitation mechanism, that repeatedly creates
class consciousness and political organizations (unions, political
parties and agitation movements) for struggling against racism.
At many critical juncfures, racism has short-circuited this
process, but it has not destroyed it. The dialectics of race and
class are intricately intertwined, whether under slavery or the
so-called free market system.

It may be argued that white political democracy within a

capitalist economic framework was made possible by racism,
first, in the obvious sense, that the Indians had to be chased off
their lands for the small independent farmers to establish
themselves, and second, in the more subtle sense, that racism is
a necessary (or at least useful) adjunct to the ideology of
caBitalist democracy because it purports to explain why some

t'eople remain impoverished while others reap the major
economic gains. Bourgeois social scientists maintained that this
inequality reflected the different characters of the people
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involved in the economic process - the former being inferior and
lazy and the latter being superior and industrious. The truth is
that poverty and affluence are both functions of the capitalist
mode of production and distribution. In other words, racism has

been used as a justification for inequality, which allows the
capitalist system to function more effectively. In fact, it is the
present'legitimation crisis' of capitalism, stemming in part from
the attack on racism, that now contributes to the fiscal and
economic crisis of the state.162 That is, racism not only keeps the
working class divided and a portion of it weak economically, but
it also legitimates the system as a whole for the majority of
people.

Reactions of blacks prevented from moving into the main-
stream of American life have included painful accommodation
to second-class life, withdrawal into black nationalist or
religious movements, reformist struggles for equal rights within
the system and a revolutionary struggle for liberation through a

restructuring of existing societal forms. In practice, the last two
responses have merged, since the struggle for reform sometimes
crosses over into revolutionary activity, depending on the ability
and desire of the system to institute timely reforms.

Blacks have been caught in a cultural trap, seeking acceptance
into a society that professes a democratic credo but repeatedly
resorts to racism whenever blacks take this credo seriously.
Ironically, black alienation from American society sustains the
alienation of whites as well. Blacks (particularly in the working
class) cannot be fully emancipated unless their white counter-
parts recognize that white liberation depends on black libera-
tion. W.E.B. DuBois poignantly described the ethnic dualism in
racist America:

One ever feels his two-ness - an American, a Negro; two souls, two
thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two working ideals in one dark
body, whose dogged strength alone keeps it from being torn
asunder. . . . He simply wishes to make it possible for a man to be
both a Negro and an American, without being cursed and spit upon
by his fellows, without having the doors of Opportunity closed
roughly in his face.163

The ability of American capitalism to resolve this conflict will
assuredly affect its tenure.
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Appendix: a Critique of Fogel and Engerman L
Time on the Cross by Robert Fogel and Stanley Engerman is a f
powerful polemic on the economics of slavery that elicited an I
outpouring of both praise and criticism when it appeared it ,il
L974.r It is cut from the same neoclassical cloth as the earlier t
pioneering study by Conrad and Meyer.2 The mass of data that L
Fogel and Engerman subjected to computer analysis included I
slave mobility and standard of living, relative exploitation of il
slave and free labor, slave prices, cotton prices, average output f
of slaves, cost of slave maintenance, profitability of slavery and t
regional growth rates. One cannot help but admire such an
undertaking, despite its deficiencies on both a methodological
and statistiial level. - fl

Fogel and Engerman present an essentially favorable view of f
the social relations and economic effectiveness of the antebellum il
South. They claim that not only did the slaves absorb the
Protestant work ethic (as well as Victorian sexual mores) of their ,4
masters', but that the resulting situation was mutually profit- fr
able: the slaves were able to rise to positions of responsibility 'W

and higher income, and the owners were able to develop social
control mechanisms that made their 'capitalistic' operations
efficient and profitable. The authors admit that the yoke of
slavery hung heavily on the skilled and ambitious slave, since
he could acquire neither freedom nor property, but they deny
that slavery was a major handicap for the ordinary slave.
Whippings and the 

^forced 
breakup of families through slave

market transactions,3 according to Fogel and Engerman, have
been grossly exaggerated by well-meaning but erring historians. fl
They label as racist (or at least contributing to racism) those V
views emphasizing that the slaves' dependent, debilitating and
exploited position caused them to lose their sense of identity
and drive to achieve. Recognition of 'black achievement under
adversity'is seen as a minimum requisite for affirming creden- f
tials as a nonracist. The arrogance of this pronouncement
obscures the fact that the example of a slave voluntarily working
effectively and efficiently does not represent'black achievement
under adversity', but ralher a deeply rooted alienation lttrat is, f
making an individual adjustment to an inherently unjust
system). 'Devoted, hard-working, responsible slaves who iden-
tified their fortunes with the fortunes of their masters'4 were as fl
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rare and pathological as the antisemitic ]ew or antiblack black.
Since the overwhelming beneficiaries of slave diligence, careful-
ness and efficienry would have been the slaveowners, is it
reasonable to assume that this type of behavior was 'normal' for
slaves? Internalizing the work ethic of the slaveowners would,
in effect, have meant acquiescing in their own degradation,
rather than showing the superior management capabilities of
the planters or the superior quality of black labor. It is Fogel and
Engerman, not the revisionists and others they castigate, who
denigrate blacks by casting them as Uncle Toms.

Fogel and Engerman can be criticized on at least two levels -
the adequary of the numbers they plugged into their models
and their fundamental concepts. Herbert Gutman convincingly
shows that a number of their claims are based on dubious data
or imaginative leaps. Gutman-_reveals that they rely heavily on
unreliable probate records (the *ills of deceased slaveowners)
for information on slave occupatiofis. These give a much more
favorable view of slave status thap that obtained by the use of
Union Army records of black so.ldiers. Fogel and Engerman, for
example, estimate that 11 per-{ent of rural slaves wete artisans,
while army records of 20,000 blacks indicate only 1.6 per cent in
this category. Probate records also significantly understate the
percentage of male slaves who were field hands or common
laborers. Gutman, for example, rejects Fogel and Engerman's
'evidence' that slaves in Charleston counted heavily in several
Southem crafts. He states:

Only 15% of Charleston's slaves [in 1860] had skills as contrasted to
?3 of Charleston's white workers and3l4 of Charleston's free Blacks.
It surely made a huge economic difference to be a white or free black
worker as opposed to a slave worker in antebellum Charleston. Any
suggestion that urban slaves shared a common occupational struc-
fure with either free black workers or white workers or that slave
artisans dominated the urban antebellum crafts is egregiously
mistaken.5

If consciousness has any relationship to economic position,
certainly considerable doubt ought to be directed toward the
togel and Engerman claim that the slaves internalized the
behavioral norrns of the plantation owners. On the basis of
dubious (or at best controversial) data, they present the thesis
tnat despite limitations the 'slave society produced complex
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social hierarchy [with a] flexible and exceedingly effective
incentive system'.6 However, using military population cen-

suses and Freedman's Bureau marriage registers in various
Southem counties and Kentucky Union A*y recruitment
records, Gutman definitely shows that a very modest number of
black slaves achieved artisan status and that at least 85 per cent
of the rural slave population in the decade before the Civil War
were fieldhands. Mobility opportunities within slavery were
meager indeed. Fogel and Engerman's stand that'Field hands
could often become drivers and artisans', and 'drivers could
move up to the position of head driver and overseer'7 is a

fanciful flight of the imagination based on a very thin statistical
base. With the fall of this thesis comes, at the very least, a
questioning of the relative efficiency (and profitability) of slave-
based cotton production.

The issue of profitability is dealt with by Fogel and Engerman
in a very unconvincing manner. They hold that the slave system
was 35 per cent more efficient than free family farming in the
North and that 'the purchase of a slave was generally a highly
profitable investment which yielded rates of return that com-
pared favorably with the most outstanding investment opportu-
nities in manufacturing'.8 Neither Fogel and Engerman nor
Conrad and Meyer recognize that the profitability of cotton
production, on which hinged the profitability of slavery, was a

cyclical phenomenon that depended primarily on the level of
foreign demand. Generally, speaking the periods from 1819 to
1832 and 1838 to 1848 were ones of considerable financial
distress for the Southern planters. Cotton prices fell prey to
cyclical declines, and profits were at considerably reduced
levels, particularly on the higher-cost depleted soils of the old
South. The profit squeeze in these periods was further exacer-
bated by the fact that the higher fixed-cost burden resulting from
high previous investment in slaves tended to reduce the
mobility of capital, despite considerable profit differentials
between agriculture and manufacturing. Indeed the lack of
mobility of Southern capital from agriculture to manufacturing
in certain periods was not due to high profits in agriculture but
to cultural and institutional rigidities.

That slave-based operations were, on the average, larger scale
than typical free farming operations, and that some economies
of scale were reaped by the slave plantations, is beyond dispute. *
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fhe economies of large-scale production, as well as the fuller

itltnuaon of the lifetime labor of the slave, partly compensated

ior the inefficiency of forced labor. Moreover, the greater

exploitability of slave labor (for example, longer hours of work at

iower living standards) may counteract its lower productivity'

But the closest Fogel and Engerman come to a recognitiongf Lhls
iact is their comment that slaves were organized into 'highly

disciplined interdependent teams capable of maintaining a

rt"udy and intense rhythm of work'.e This sweating of labor,

however, contradicts their assumption that slave-labor

efficiency stemmed, at least in part, from an adequate incentive

system.
Fogel and Engerman make the unwarranted leap that

orofitability of slavery to slaveowners also furthered the

lconomic interest of the whole Southern region. Regional

specialization by the South (along comparative advantage lines)

cbuld have a beneficial economic effect only as long as it was

part of a larger entity.lo While Southern specialization 
-in

agriculture miy not have inhibited growth as measured by

iicreases in Gross National Prodqct, it did inhibit an all-sided

development, and that incrg6sed th\ulnerability of the South-

once il seceded from t(e Union. \s previous period of
specialization put the South'at a severe, and ultimately decisive,

disadvantage ielative to the diversified economy of the North
and West. Rational action by the individual slaveholders thus
ultimately yielded chaotic results for the slave system as a
whole. The social inefficienry of slavery was in marked contrast
to its private profitability to some slaveholders in some periods
of the slave era.

The high rate of disguised unemployment among the poor
whites because of restricted opportunities in a plantation-slave
economy testifies to the high social cost of that system. Like
Conrad and Meyer, Fogel and Engerman obscure the difference
between the piivate and social aspects of the profitability of
slavery. Specialization in cotton production by the plantation-
slave iystem distorted the overall development of the Southern
economy. To the extent that the Southern planters could check
the growing political power of the North, they could reap 

_the
economic giins a.co.r,panying the specialization. But once they
precipitated the politically suicidal path of secession, the South's
economic vulneiability surfaced. Southern specialization could
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therefore be seen as a marriage of either good economics and
bad politics, or bad economics and good politics' The point is
that the Southern system was trapped. Fogel and Engerman try
the escape hatch of suggesting that considerable economic
diversification was possible within slavery:

The course of slavery in the cities does not prove that slavery was

incompatible with an industrial system or that slaves were unable to
cope with an industrial regimen. Slaves employed in industry
compared favorably with the free workers in diligence and efficiency.
Far from declining, the demand for slaves was actually increasing
more rapidly in urban areas than in the countryside."

Fogel and Engerman show virtually no understanding of the
struggle over Southern industrialization by the Southern ruling
class. However valid their figures on slaves engaged in
manufacturing, they provide but a glimmer of this conflict. An
examination of the roots of this struggle reveals much more
about the social forces in the South than do large amounts of
statistical evidence.r2 It reveals the resistance to or, at best,
ambivalence toward industrialization. Even the more farsighted
Southerners were trying to rationalize the irrational - that is, to
achieve capitalist industrialization in a society with a precapita-
list civilization, however embedded its extemal relations were in
a world capitalist system.

Fogel and Engerman do not examine the intricate inter-
relationship between individual phenomena and the larger
social setting. To them slavery was simply a variant of capitalism
that employed more or less similar criteria for economic action,
rather than a complex and contradiction-ridden system. Their
militantly narrow econometric approach simplifies complex
realities to the point of near caricature. What ought to be studied
from the vantage point of social and political economy is to them
an exercise in technical economics. They make no effort to
analyze either the basic structure of Southern slave society
(including the polarization of wealth and power) or the
consciousness of its classes and races. Perhaps above all what
they lack is an understanding of the nature of oppression. It is
precisely for this reason that they cannot come up with a theory
of why the 'capitalist' South and capitalist North ended up in a

devastating war in which the former was soundly thrashed b/
the latter. For Fogel and Engerman, the Civil War must be either

tr
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rpor€ssible or idiosyncratic. Their arguments pall alorrgside

EJnou"r",, much riiher analysis, inpolitical Economy of Slnaery,

.^rr.erning the vested interest of the Southem oligarchy in

fi"utr,t"g to-preserve the slave plantation system whether or not

it"*ut efficient or Profitable.
Nevertheless, tire Fogel-Engerman study is not- 

-without
."ii . t" suggesting that the rate of exploitation of free Northem

irio. i" the"Jave eia *as close to that of Southern slave labor,

thev touch the heart of the capital accumulation Process'

uii-(o"gt, their frame of analysis inhibits a thoroughgoing

l"u*iriu,io". They also perform a service in showing that slave

Irnutt"ipution did not have much effect in improving the

..o"o"ii. position of blacks and may well have hurt them for an

.*i""a"a period. It is worth remembering, however' that it was

,tuu"ry that prevented virtually all blacks from acquiring

property, thui severely handicapping them in the Reconstruc-

fiorip"rioa in which unfettered capitalism was the new order of

if," a'uy. While it is true that the absence of genuine land reform

during the Reconstruction held back black advancement' the

Jeep ioots of the problem are to be found in the previous period

of enslavement.
GavinWright,sstudy,ThePoliticatEconomyoftheCottonSouth,

is in many ways an admirable critique of the FogelJngerman

approach, although his political analysis is less sure-footed than

his economic anJysis. A*ong his provocative ideas is that the

rapid growth of the Southern cotton-based economy was not

sustaiiable since the British textile industry, the primary

customer for Southern expolts, lstood on the crest of a major

crisis of overproduction'liby the m$ of the 1850s. Wright also

notes that thl benefits of antebellum$outhern prosperity were

very unevenly distributed. Not only das there regional variabi-

lity, Uut hnd and slaveholdings were becoming increasingly
concentrated, which meant that the economic gap between

slaveowners and Southern nonslaveowners widened rapidly in
the antebellum period. 'The fraction of all Southem families
who were slaveowners declined [from 1'830 to 1860]' ' ' '

Relative to their share in the population, slaveholder wealth was

growing rapidly.'14
This Jtemenfof class analysis is, at best, weakly developed by

Fogel and Engerman. Thij issue closely interrelates with the
question of economies of scale and the relative efficiency of slave
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and free labor. Fogel and Engerman state, 'The fact that
economies of scale were achieved exclusively with slave labor
clearly indicates that in large-scale production some special

advantage [was] attached io the use of slaves.'ls Wright
insightfully shows that their method of measuring the compara-
tive efficiency of slave and free labor - comparing an index of
outputs aggregated at market prices with an index of inputs for
the two types of production - was statistically biased in favor of
the slave-based plantation. His reasoning is that the market mix
of cotton and corn (for subsistence production) were different
for the plantation and the free family farmer, and that 'each
percentage point increase in the cotton share [of output]
increased the value of output per worker by more than 1. per
cent'.16 Since the free farmer operating a smaller farm was likely
to have a relatively heavier concentration on food crops than
would the large planters, the latter would appear to be getting
more value of output per unit of input. Planters as well as small
farmers attempted to make rational decisions about the mix of
cotton and corn without given land and labor constraints. They
operated, however, in a world of uncertainty, since prices were
determined in the intemational marke! the stage of the British
business cycle was probably the most crucial determinant of
cotton prices and profitability.lT Therefore, both farmers and
planters had to allocate some of their resources to food
production even if their profits turned out smaller than if they
had planted less corn and more cotton. Risk minimization
meant planting enough corn to cover minimum requirements.
Since planters operated on commercial rather than subsistence
levels, they were more subject to the discipline of the market,
which thus put them under unremitting pressure to grow a

substantial amount of cash crops. This higher mix of market to
nonmarket crops creates the appearance of large-scale econ-
omies for the plantation, but that was not the reality. According
to Wright, if there were substantial scale economies, there
would have been much more concentration of slaves and
productions among the largest plantations than there was in
fact. One may also add, however, that the absence of monopoly
power over prices, high credit costs and rising prices of land and
slaves may have created increasing liquidity problems for slave-
based operations, which in effect imposed an upper bound on
their ability to expand.
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Wright is on target when he states, 'Slavery did not possess

cuperi-or productive efficiency in the sense of more output from

ffi ru*"'i"put of labor and other factors''18 Whatever efficiency

rfrt;; possessed was on a micro level (for example' flexibility

i" ;tid the labor force between various uses)' But 9u1ely
Wri*fr, foes too far in asserting that'because the supply of slave

fuUo? ral""r elastic to the individual farm, factors of production

,i"r" .o-Uined efficiently according to their relative prices. and

*rrgt"rf product'.le Even if one accepts the dubious metaphysi-

."irioti.ri that the marginal producfof slave labor is knowable

u, *uil as measurable, ii is esiential to note that this allocational

lifi.i"".y is valid only in a static sense' Once the planter b9Y.gl'

I slave,'to him thaf slave created inelasticity' since a fall in

cotton prices was not likely to contract production' and any

ou"tptda".Uon would drive prices down still further' Since

slavelaborwasaconsiderablecapitalinvestment'itcouldnot
ri-pfy be released in slack periods; even if sold it would be at

falling prices not likely to cover the investment'

Wtig'ht, in marked iontrast to Fogel,and Engerman' i: ":q
sharyln pointing out that there waJa higher level of technical

advance in Northern agriculture than Southern agriculture and

in relating it to the intemal logic of their respective systems:

During a period of rapid demand- expansion [1850s] Northern

furmeis in&easingly pressed against labor constraints and searched

for mechanical means of incruaJing acteage and output' In the South'

in contrast, it was sensible for planters to concentrate on geographi

cal expansion, systems of labor management' and (for 
-s^omewhat

different reasons) the political security-of slave property'2o

This explains why the North experienced a balanced develop-

ment of industry and agicultuie (with many forward and

backward linkage effectf while the South experienced a

lopsided, deperident, unsustainable development that com-

bined continued agricultura[ -specialization (along static compar-

ative advantage liies) with a very thin industrial base'

On a politiJal levei, Wright backs off from some of his own

".or,o*i" analysis. White" noting) the- economic reasons for
geographical expansion, he nevZrtheless rejects Genovese's
insisht into Souihern political qconomy - that the slave South
hadto expand into the new lands of the Southwest or die out
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(Genovese sees this dilemma as provoking Northern resistance'

;ht"h ;;;.ipitated a rational effort by the slavocracy to wage

;;;; ir"r"""u their unique civilization)' Wright insists no land

;;';;;";;;fronted the south in the 1850s' lmproved 1q"u8:'
u"..rai"g to him, was growing *9t: rapidly than population in

,-fr" S."rfi"tn states. g;t ttris ii a sidetrack from the main issue'

i;t.n" ." virgin lands were much greater.than on poorer lands

oi-,n" South"east (Southern plantJrs and politicians in these

older lands were well aware of this)'2\ and the movement of

;;;t ;;t capital from the older to the newer was unmistak-

;;.t in" poittt then is not the land squeeze emphasiz"{Py

Wrisht, but relative profitability' According -to 
Wright'.'The

;;;ru .r .tt" pitnta6uiry of slavery was. the financial value of

,turr" prorperiiy', and this would not have been raised by

West#ard e*pansion. But Wright's p-roposition is very dubious'

,i.ro ,tri, tyie of hypotheticil ptofituUitity-*u: ottJy.realized

when slaves were soia. V"ctt more vital to the slaveholder was

his yearlY income.^--W.ignL', 
political naivete is revealed in his view that the

plante"rs, ae#ite their obvious economic muscle, did not use

iffi';;il61ilit * simplv put'.this betravs. a .profound
historical ignorance'of the reiationship of slaveholders and

nonslaveholders in the South' Despite the staunch efforts of

Southem intellectuals and political statesmen to describe this

relationship as one of .Utt harmony'2a considerable discord

existed between regions of high slave population and low slave

oooulation. Nonstaveholding"whites in-the latter resisted the

foiiri.uf control by the plantation barons' Wright seems aware

# d"r, il;;;-i.ilf ,"r,i"nces: in contrasting the usefulness of

i*-igrution to Northern manufacturers and Southern slave-

holde"rs, he says, 'a growing class of slaveholders might create a

political threat to ineir h"egemony', and shortly after' 'The

i.fi,i.A rise of a large class"of free, wage laborers would have

posed u., ir',.r"urin-g ttttlut to the iolitical dominance of

slaveowner'.-
There is considerably fuzziness in Wrighfs brief discussion

about the cause of tft"'Ci"if War' On the Jne hand' 'The North

had no strong ".or,o-i. 
interests to fight a war over slavery"-On

the other, the South didn't seem aware of this' Southerneis had

an 'insatiable thirst for psychological reassurance' about slaved

and the value of slaves, and began to view Northem political
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actions like the Kansas-Nebraska for free territorial status as a

,t"ia rebuke to slavery [andl hence a threat to the foundations

of Southern wealth' .'i ifr J foimutation' with,its .gl"llg 1*:l:
Iil* Ji-""sion, barely skims the surface of a highly 

-complex
interaction of 

"t 
ung;g chss and sectional conflict' Neverthe-

i"s, Wtight's wori remains impressive'.A1t1""gl--ltj ::::";
iuffy -ua".ialist analysis is not sufficientlv interwoven wltn a

ffiii.il.tirt"-"*o,k, it represents a far more impressive-use of

economic tools for sieddi''tg light on a.cruciaf watershed in

;;;il; t'irtory. ny Jo*T"g"thut u. significant pu{ 9f ll"
continuing economiJ rnului'" "u*o"g blaiks is rooted in the

heritage of slavery, his work stands-on a consideraPtyiiQhf"l

;il"il i"g"i'"J Engerman's 'Heavenly Days in Dixie'"

aPProacn.

f,
il
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1. See Mike Davis, 'Realities of the Rebellion', Against the Cunent, |uly/August

7992, pp. 14-18, for a keen analysis of the complex components of the Los
Angeles events. Depicting the conditions behind the rioting and looting, he
savs,

The real savage edge of the recession cuts basically through the
communities and new immigrants in Los Angeles, where unemploy-
ment rates have triplcd and there's basically no safety net. People are in
free fall, their lives are literally falling apart as they lose their minimum
wage jobs.

See Nea' YorkTimes,26 February 1988.

A full-fledged analysis of the psychology of racism is outside of the
parameters of this study. But I believe it is reasonable to assume (at least in
theory) that the psychological dynamics of racrsm under a profit-based
capitalist structure would be different under a societal-based socialist
structure. Although 'rednecks' as individuals will undoubtedly survive a

social transformation, it is not hopelessly utopian to expect that the soil that
nourishes this character-type is likely to become progressively more
barren.
Don Terry, 'More Familiar Life in a Cell Seems Less Terrible', Naa York
Times, 13 September 1992. The article adds that 'nationwide on any given
day almost one in four black men from the ages of 20 to 29 is in prison or jail
or on parole or probation'.
See the insightful article by Ellen Wood, 'Capitalism and Human
Emancipation', New ltft Reaietll, January-February 1988, pp. !20.
See A. Sivanandan's original article 'lmperialism in the Silicon Age'in his
collection A Different Hunger: Writings on Black Resistance (1982), pp.743-61.
Sivanandan claims that multinational firms are continually on the move
within the Third World periphery countries, always searching for lower
wages and higher profits.
Sandra Harding, 'Taking Responsibility for Our Own Gender, Race, Class:
Transforming Science and the Social Studies of Science', Rethinking
Marxism, Fall 1989, p. 14.
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1' Frederickson, 'why the Blacks were Left ou', 1974, p. 23. This is a critical
but judicious review of Jorda n's The white Man's Burden: Historical orir;;;;;
Racism in the llnited. states (7974). see the discussion i" tr,u ro[3*'#
footnote. In the same article Frederickson craims there is 

""il;;;:indicating instances of intenacial solidarity within this class or "u*".,trlriJslaves against harsh masters, including coilaborating with each other in
insurrections.

2. Handlin, Rnce anil Natio-nnlity in American Lit'e (1957) p. 7. See Chapter 1,
'The Origins of Negro Slavery, , pp. Tn, for Handlin,i excellent discussion
of the transition from servitude to slavery, especially its legal institutional-
ization. Jordan, inhiswhiteooerBlack(7968), iscritiiatof H-andlin,sversion
of the enslavement process. He argues that white attitudes toward color
differences made it possible to enslave the blacks. He also claims that
racism existed from the outset and that differential treatment and
legalization of the slave status of blacks occurred earlier than Handlin
a-sserted. In my opinion, Jordan has overstated the importance of his
differences with Handlin. Certainry sravery as a system based on
differential power relations could effectively uie a color-oriented racialism
to establish a culture control mechanism, but, without the economic
foundation provided by prantation staples, slavery (and racism) wourd
have eventually withered away. If Handlin can be faulted for over-
emphasizing slavery as an economic institution, Jordan, perhaps more
importantly, can be faurted for overemphasizing it as a socio--cultural-
psychological experience.

3. Frederickson, 'Why the Blacks were Left Out', p. 23. Edmund Morgan
takes the position that 'it seems probable that ali Negroes, or nearry"all,
arrived in the colony as slaves,. See his American jlaaera and American

. Freedom: The Ordeal of Colonial Virginia (1975), p. 15/^.
4. Eugene Genovese shrewdly observes that the legal stafus of slaves as out-

and-out chattels was somewhat modified in real life. He points out that
. several southem law cases implicitly noted that viewing the blacks as

chattels was not only a legal fiction but self-defeating, in that blacks might
not be held responsible for actions like insurrections. see his Rolr, furtn,
RolI: The world the slaues Made (r97a), p. 2g. The importance of this
modification should not be overstated, however. Ruling ciasses, especially
intelligent ones, have enough elasticity in their legal system to aea witir
changing threats to sociar stability precisely in order to maintain the
inherently unequal social rerationship accompanying a particular mode of
production. Also see Mark Tushnet,s Ameriian i_aw-oy 

-Staaery 
(19g1) for a

penetrating treatment of the law and slavery.
5. It is too easy to exaggerate the voluntary nature of the emigration of white

indentured servants from England. In addition to beinglushed out by
poverty, many of the lower class saw their freedom of decision as a
Hobson's choice - either emigrate or go to prison for such crimes as being
in debt. An untold number of early indentures were shanghaied b|
enterprising ship captains.

6. Older studies like Woodson and Wesley, The Negro in Our History e922),
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place the figure at 50 milrion. The most recent authoritative estimate is by
curttn, The Atlantic slaaeTrade (1,969). He estimates the totar deportation-Jf
African slaves to the Americas as between 9 and 10 million. These Africans

. came from many different cultures at varying states of culfural and
economic development. It required the melting pot of slurrery to give them
a common heritage. Al!!9ugh slavery existed i.,-Africa b"fo.L th""prurenc"
of the white man, it differed considerably in nature and extent. what is
be-rond dispute is the savagery disruptive effect of commerciar ,tuu"f inAfrican culture and economic rife. Tire ensuing degeneration or a#an

_ society was both deep and prolonged.
7. For a discussion of the relationship or the slave trade and the deveropment

of capitalism, see Williams, At'rici and the Rise of Capitalism lf eZSy, arid Eric
Williams, Capitalism and Slavery (1944). Also, see Mannix, Black'Cargoes: A
History of the Atlantic Slaae Traai, rcta_ta1S1t962), and Jam es, Black Jicobins:Toussaint L'ouaerture and the san Domingo Rnoirutton (1963). The latter's
exceptional blend of culture, politics and economics in his article ,The
Atlantic Slave Trade and Slavery,, Amistad I (1970) provides broader
insights on this issue.

It is, of course, very djfficult to quantify slave trade profitability withary degree of precision.. Although the variabiltty of profit 1Uy ."gJn aiJ
tim-e period) is beyond dispute, the large amouniof cipital in,notlrJa n tnistraffic provides reasonably convincinf evidence of enheprener.irr *nti-
ment that the rate of return.economicany justified continuing i.ru"st*e.,i.
For an opposing point of view, see Sta;l;y Engerman, ,The Slave Trade
and British Capital Formation in the Eighteenth ientury,,1972, pp.43043;
Robert Thomas and Richard Beam, 'Tie Fishers of Men: trre pronts or *re
Slave Trade', lournal of E.conoyig History, December 1974, pp. SAiSla;
Thomas, 'The Sugar Colonies of the Old Empire,, 196g, pp.SGa's. aI these
articles emphasize that slave,hade profits playeaa moaest rote in finanJnt
the Industrial Revorution. Also see charres F.eedeman,s baranced .eviewl

*4:ni:$ l"d,Slavery,, 
1980. Freedeman astutely notes (as did Williams)

3:: ?rll*gn.stavery was not rhe sole cause for triggering the IndustriaiKevolunon, lt was enormously important: ,The gro*th of overseasdemand, with which slave la6or was closely connected, afforded apowerful stimulus for the Industrial Revolution.'without this stimulus, the

^ ITt"g and pace of English industrialization would have been retarded.,o' rrampp correcily notes that these aftempts'were motivated by the desire ofestablished planters to keep prices up ind restrict competition by the fear
of too high a proportionof slaves in thetotal population, and ty tt e aangerof receiving rebellious slaves from the westindies'. This i, ur.r u,,"n..pi""oi
'humanitarianism fortifipd by practical considerations,. Stampp, The'pecu-
liar lnstitution (1956), p. 25.

After the successful slave insurrection in Haiti (the foremost sugarproducer in the caribbean) against the French sugar pranters and British

ilj^d."t:,: i,: yell as a general crisis of ovelproaucUJn in the early 1800s, theDnnsh abolished the slave hade (1g07). When the planters losi out in thestruggle with the rising industrialists, parliament abolished slaverycompletely in the British empire in 1g33. some scholars craim that Britishindustrialists continued to secretly finance slave ships to the American

fi
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south, rvith whom they had developed close economic ties. see the in_
teresting discussion in Belisle, Black Slaaery and Capitalism (196g), pp. 1l_15.

9. Wallerstein, 'American Slavery and the Capitalist World Economy,, t926,
p. 1209. Wallerstein's methodology is discussed further in this chapter.

10. Hawk, Economic History of the South (1936), p. 232 estimates that
'approximately 270,000 slaves were illegally smuggled into the United
States between 1808 and 1860.

11. Lynd, in Class Conflict, Slaaery and the lJnited States Constitution (1967),
stressed the centrality of slavery to the political conflicts and compromises
involved in drafting and ratifying a federal constifution after the Revol_
utionary War. The slaveholding states were able not only to retain sectional
control over slavery but, in addition, to preserve through the famous
'three-fifths' clause (each slave counted as three-fifths of a man for
purposes of taxes and political representation) significant political power at
the national level.

12. See Lloyd, The Slaaery Controoersy, 1831-1860 (1939). It ought to be noted
that the moral superiority claimed for slavery by the antebellum planter
class is part of a family of similar assertions made by all hegemonic ruling
classes. Some proslavery advocates developed the self-serving theory that
slavery avoided the class conflicts inevitably associated with capitalist
industrialization.

13. A useful account of the widespread nafure of prejudice and segregation in
antebellum Northern cities can be found in Litwack's North of Slauery: The
Negro in the Free States, 7790-1860 (1961\.

14. See Foner's Organized Labor anil the Black Worker (1924), for a thorough
treatment of the relationship of blacks and the labor movement. Foner
claims, 'The opposition of white workers to the continued competition of
slave labor was an important factor in ending slavery in the North,, p. 4.
While not meaning to disparage completely this position, it would appear
to be an exaggeration. Slavery was not a viable system in small-scale
agriculfure or manufacturing, and although no mode of production withers
away without human intervention, slavery in the North never became
sufficiently rooted to withstand much pressure. No ruling strata stood to
lose very much from its abolition.

15. |ohn Hope Franklin, From Shaery to Freedom: A History of Negro Americans
(1967), p.236. Chapter 14, 'Quasi-Free Negroes' has very useful material on
the accomplishments of blacks toward economic independence as well as
the enormous obstacles. Franklin, however, lacks an adeouate class
analysis: hence many insights remain undeveloped.

16. Aptheker's American Negro Slaoe Reaolts (1943) is the most thorough
treatment of resistance to slavery. His theme of the continual, multivariate
forms of slave resistance has been challenged by Elkins, Slaaery: A Problem
in American Institutional and Intellectual Life (1962), who claims that the
American slaves by and large accommodated themselves to slavery in a
manner similar to the Jews in the Nazi concentration camps. To the extent
that Elkins' depiction of structurally induced infantalism has any validity, it
would apply more to the average house slave rather than to the average
field hand. There is a danger, however, of overstating this house-field
dichotomy, since many of the most fanatically militant slave leaders were
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house slaves. Although the opportunities for subtle or oPen resistance to

slavery were less for the average house slaves, it is possible that their closer

proximity to the slaveholders made them more vulnerable to the massive

kind of socio--cultural-psychic disruption that sometimes develops rebel'

lious (and perhaps revolutionary) leaders. I have benefitted from discus-

sions with my colleague Cedrik Robinson on this subiect. Also see

Genovese, 'Rebelliousness and Docility in the Negro Slave',1967' pp.29T
31,4, for a subtle and sophisticated evaluation of the Elkins thesis. Reprinted
in the interesting collection of Bracey et al. , Ameriun Slaoery: The Question of
Resistance (7977).

17. Stampp, The Peculiar Institution. See Phillips, American Negro Slaaery (1978)

and Life and labor in the Old South (1929), for an earlier Southem apologist
view. Marxist historian Eugene Genovese has given a modem and much

richer adaptation of the Phillips point of view in Roll, lordan, RoIl'
18. Genovese holds that 'accommodation' included a big dose of resistance.

19. Bauer and Bauer, 'Day to Day Resistance to Slavery', Bracey et al., American

Slaaery, pp. 3740. This article originally appeared in 7942.

Stampp, The Peculiar lnstitution, pp.91-2.
See Rawick, From Sundown to Sunup: The Making of the Black Community
(1972), for a sensitive and well-documented account of this aspect of slave

life. Also see Gutman's definitive study, The Black Family in Slaaery and

Freedom, 17 50--1925 (197 6\.
22. Exploitation has a different meaning in Marxist theorizing than it has in

marginal productivity theorizing. In the former sense - which is the one

used in this study - it means the difference between the value created by
labor power and the value of the labor power itself, while in the lafter,
exploitation exists only if labor receives less than its marginal revenue
product. (Note that in marginal productivity theory, any factor can be

exploited. In Marxian theory only the worker can be exploited, since the
marginal product of the capitalist and landowner equals zero.) It follows
that exploitation is the normal state of affairs in a private ProPerty system

under Marxian assumptions, but exceptional under marginal productivity
assumptions (that is, a result of monopsony power). Ransom and Sutch

have developed a modification of orthodox theory conceming the
measurement of slave exploitation. They state,

the rate of exploitation is the fraction of the total product of labor which is

exploited. By the term product of labor, we do not mean the average total
annual output per slave (as might a Marxist), but rather that amount less

the share of output paid to capital, land and management personnel,
where these other shares are figured at the market rate of return. . . .

Our calculations suggest that slaves received only 21'.7 per cent of the
output produced on large plantations, and well over one-half of their
potential income was appropriated from them without compensation'

Ransom and Sutch, One Kind of Freedom: The Economic Consequences of
Emancipation (1977), pp. 34.

23. Genovese, Roll, lordan, Roll, p. 57. Genovese shows that the efforts of some
proslavery Southerners to modestly humanize the slave system without
undermining its roots bore meager tangible results. He clairns that despite

the shift of public opinion in the later period against the most severe

practices of tire slave-masters, whippings were common' and more cruel

ior*, of punishment had far from disappeared. Although Genovese had

modifiedihe Southern apologist view of contented slaves and indulgent

must"rs, he has perhapt, itt mt legitimate search for a fair and balanced

portrait of slavery, leaned too far in the Southern direction' A system of

ilt"i" o*""tthip of one group of human beings by another' in which total

control and decision maling-rests in the former' is one of unremitting

desradation and infustice, ev:en though in practice the system's theoretical

;,"ii;;;;il a.,i harsh.,ess is tempered through a complicated

accommodation Process in order for the iystem to function with tolerable

effectiveness. In a note to the author' Genovese says that he.agrees with

the above description of slave-planter relations' and in fact defines slave

master 'Paternalism' as 'a relatibn that rested on violence"

ff,ua it" older apologist view has not been laid to rest is seen in a

relatively recent deicripf,on of the stake of slaves in the Plantation system

by a Prominent economic historian:

The great maiority had rude housing, coarse clothing' plenty of

wholesome food of monotonous variety-, little liquor, reasonably good

provision for care in sickness and old age' complete security against

il;ffi;il;i,-"r,a pt""rv of heatthfu.t gilose lemphasis added]'. '.'
Perhaps the Sreat -uiJtity ivere bettei fed' better housed' better clothed'

and better cared for inuti ttt"y would have been if they had been free'

Russel, A History of tle American Economic System (1964)' p' 219'

24. Wallerstein, 'American Slavery and the Capitalist World Economy''

25. Fogel and Engerman , Time oi the Cross: The Economics of American Negro

- Si;r*y (t9z+)i p. 145, take the contrary view that whippings were very

infre{uent and'exceptional' This view has been subiected to an impress-

ively detailed scrutiny by Herbert Gutman' and emphatically reiected' See

' Gutman. 'The World dwo Cliometricians Made" 1975' pp' 6Z-85t l\e
F;;'l-E"g;an thesis is discussed in depth in the appendix of this

chaPter.
26. DuBois, Black Reconstruction in Ameilu: An Essay Tounrds a History of the Part

Which Black Fotk Played in the Attempt to Reconstruct Democracy in America'

186U1880 (1935), P' 8' Cited by Genovese' Roll' Jodan' Roll' For an

interesting variation of DuBois' stind' see James' 'The Atlantic Slave Trade

;;; al"""ty', edited by John A' Williams and Charles F' Harris (1970)' He

sys,

This black community was the center of life for the slaves; it gave them

un ir,a"puna"r,t basis'for life' The slaves did not suffer from rootlessness

- they belonged to the slave community' and even if they were sold

down the river they would find themselves on new plantations' Here

;;ft;;ti","d'u to*rno" destiny would help them find a life in the

irew environment' (P' 133)

Perhaps both forms edsted in some complex c-ombination'

77.7inn,'Abolitionists,FreedomRidersandtheTacticsofAgitation"196S'
pp. 430-1.
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28. It can be argued that the planters were not as sensitive to altemative
investment opportunities as the caPitalists. See Melvin Leiman, 'A Critique

of the Conrad-Meyer Thesis on Slave Profitability', Social and Economic

Studies, April 1955.

29. The upcountry PeoPle in the South (mostly nonslaveholders), in particular,
resented the disproportionate Power wielded by the plantation class. One
Southem newspaper editor in the late 1850s, fearing that they were

. precipitating a sectional war over the slavery issue, wamed, 'Tell the
barons of the low country that if they involve the State (of South Carolina)
in a war they may defend themselves as well as they can.' Cited by Leiman,

lacob Cardozo: Economic Thought in the Antebellum South (1%$, p. 190.

30. There was a small number of black slaveholders, a few of whom had
substantial property holdings. See Woodson, Free Negro Otonus of Slaoes in
the United Stntes in 1830, Together utith Absentee Ownership of Slaoes in the

United States in 1830 (1924). A discussion of trends in concentration aPPears

in the appendix of this chapter.
31. Fox-Genovese, Within the Plantation Householil: Black anil White Women of tlv

OId South (1988), p. 43.

32. Ma*, The Pooerty of Philosophy (1913) edition, p. 121.

33. Among those viewing slavery as 'plantation capitalism' are Fogel and
Engerman Time on the Cross. For quite different reasons, this is also the
position taken by Wallerstein in 'American Slavery and the Capitalist
World Economy' and others.

34. The theme of historically interacting modes of Production is brilliantly
analyzed and elaborated by Anderson in his Passages from Antiquity to

Feudalism (1974). Also see Dobb's path-breaking study on the transition
from feudalism to capitalism, Studies in the Deoelopment of Capitalism (1947).

35. Wallerstein, The ModernWorld System: Capitalist Agriculture and the Origins of
the European World Economy in the Sixteenth Century $974).

35. North, The Economic Growth of the United States,179U1860 (1966), pp.5H.
37. Stampp, The Peculiar lnstitution, p. 60. Also see Wade, Slaaery in Cities: The

South 1820-1860 09e), and Starobin, lndustrial Slaoery in the Old South
(1970). Starobin makes the provocative point that there was a surprising

, amount of racial tolcrance between slaves and white workers in integrated
. industrial enterpriscs in the antebellum South. He also claims that the

number of slaves in manufacturing was about 200,000 (four times greater
than Stampp's estimate).

38. Clement Eaton, 'Slave Hiring in the Upper South', 1960.

39. This discussion of Southem industrial development appeared in my earlier
work, lacob Cardozo, p. 1.f16.

40. Genovese quotes James Hammond, a key political figure in antebellum
South Carolina, as saying'whenever a slave is made a mechanic he is more
than half freed, and soon becomes, as we all too well know, and all history
attests, with rare exceptions, the most corrupt and furbulent of his class',
Genovese, RolI, lordan, Roll, p.225. A perceptive proslavery contemporary
of Hammond named Jacob Cardozo took the opposite view that the use of
slaves (as well as under-employed whites) in manufacturing would make
the Southem economy more viable. Southern Patriot, Charleston, South

Carolina, series starting February 29, l8gf., cited by Melvin Leiman' /acob

Cardmo, PP. 178-9.

41. This is a maior theme of Genovese's Potitiul Economy of Slaoery $965)'

Genovese is preeminent among contemporary Marxist writers on slavery'

Among the liudible assets of this ground-breaking book is the subtle..way

the arithor deals with the inteiaction of the cultural-socio-political

superstructure and the economic base, the intra-propertied class conflict

beiween the dominant planter class and the nascent Southem bourgeoisie,

and the combination oi political and economic imperatives that rationally

ledtheSouthemoligarchytofollowaself.destructivepolicy.Thereis,
however, a rather Jtartting oversight: Genovese virtually ignores- the

relationship between the nonslaveholding whites and the slaveholders,

;ind treats ihe slaves themselves as passive participants in the society. Also

see his In Red and Black: Marxian Explorations in southern and Afro-American

History (|971), and Roll, Jordan, Roll, Despite the great richness of detail and

subtlety of presentation in the latter, its weakness relative to the earlier
politicai Ecoiomy is its more static framework. By overemphasizing the

intricate and varied forms of accommodation between the slaveowners and

slaves, Genovese understates the cumulative contradictory forces in the

slave mode of production and how they helped to PreciPitate the--conflict

that brought iti tenure to an end. In this sense, the study is insufficiently

dialectical.
42. Anderson, Passages from Antiquity to Feudalism (L97\, p' 27'

43. Wallace, South Cirolina: A Short History, 152U1'848 (1951), p' 515' Also see

Buck, 'The Poor Whites of the Antebellum South', L925, pp' 41-54'

,14. The famous Tredegar lron Company in Richmond used slaves effectively to

break a strike by whites for higher wages in 1847. Bruce, virginia lron

Manufacture in the Slaae Era (1931).

45. Helper, The Impending Crisis of the South and Hutl to Meet If (1859), reprint

1965. Some Southern whites went further than Helper and actually aided

slaveuprisingsatSreatpersonalrisk.SeeJohnH.Franklin,EromSlaueryto
Freedom (1g6b, P:2183, and Wish, 'American Slave Insurrections Before

1861', 1971, pp. 27-a. The original article appeared in 1937'

46. One of the more artrculate proslavery voices from the south dealing with

thissubjectwasJamesDeBow.Seehispamph|etThelnterestinSlaaeryofthe
southern Non-slaaeholder (1850). He claimed that the southern nonslave-

holder had higher wages and less unemployment than similar labor in the

Northem free states, is well as possessing considerable upward mobility

for becoming a slaveowner' Typical of his comments appealing to the

psychologica'i benefits of color discrimination for the nonslaveholder is the

?oilo*ingl ,The poor white laborer at the North is at the bottom of the social

ladder r,ihilst h-is brother here has ascended several steps, and can look

downuponthosewhoarebeneathhim[theslaves],ibid.,p.9.Heusedhis
iournal, DeBow's Rniew,in the 1850s for propagandizing for a reopening of

ihe slave trade to further extend slavery into the ranks of the whites.

Notes

47. Helper, The lmpending Crisis, pp' 155, 158, 159'

48. Ibid., p. 137.

49. Ibid., p. 136.

50. Ibid., p. 124.
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51. Ibid., p. 94.
52. DuBois, Black Reconstruction in America: 1.860-1.880 (1969 edition), p. 28.

DuBois claimed that a maiority of the poor whites went to the West. He
claims further that this compromised the Free Soil Movement, since this
group, having experienced at close hand the competitive pressures of slave
and free black labor, favored slavery's exdusion from the Western lands.

53. See Meier and Rudwick, From Plantation to Ghetto: An lnterpretatiae Essay of
American Negroes (1966), pp. 101-2, for a good description of white-black
relationships in the various abolitionist organizations. They state that

although the abolitionists were . . . far in advance of the public opinion
of their age, at the same time they were, in fact, ambivalent in their
relationships with Negroes. One must therefore distinguish carefully
between egalitarian rhetoric and their patemalistic and preiudiced
actions. p. 107

This characterization did not, of course, apply to the few genuine radical
abolitionists like Wendell Phillips and Gerritt Smith. The latter actually
divided 12,000 acres of upstate New York farmland among blacks. Also see

Quarles, Black Abolitionists (1969), and Jane and William Pease, They Who
Would Be Free: Blacks' Search for Frcedom, 178U1861 (1974).

54. See Foner, Tle Lit'e and Writings of Frederick Douglass (4 volumes, 1950-5).
Also see the informative study of Quarles, Frederick Douglass (1958).

55. An example is the response of the Reverend Henry Garnet to strong
criticism of his support of the Liberal Party at a National Negro Convention
(lU2) by Mrs Maria Chapman, a white antislavery poet. Gamet, with
scarcely controlled fury, responded, 'lf it has come to this that I must think
and act as you do, because you are an abolitionist, or be exterminated by
your thunder, then I do not hesitate to say that your abolitionism is ablect
slavery.' Ofari, kt Your Motto be Resistance: The Life and Thought of Henry
Garnet (1972), p. 1,14. This book has a good selection of Garnet's speeches as
well as interesting commentary by Ofari. On the complex interweaving of
the women's movement for sex equality and the abolitionist movement for
racial equality, see Kraditor, 'The Woman Question', 1973, pp. 25L78.

56. For an interesting collection of different views on the origin and
significance of abolitionism by contemporary historians, see Cvrry, The
Abolitionists: Reformers or Fanatics? (1965).

57. See Temperley, 'Capitalism, Slavery and ldeology', En, pp.9,l-118. For a
subtle discussion of the contradictions and ambivalences of the labor-
abolitionist issue, see Kraditor, Means and Ends in American Abolitionism:
Garrison and his Critics on Strategy anil Tactics, 1834-'1850. She states,

When the more far-seeing labor leaders asserted that black labor could
never be completely freed by a movement that did not work for the
interests of white labor, they were right. And when abolitionists declared
that white labor could not emancipate itself unless it worked also for the
emancipation of the chattel slaves, they were right. But neither
movement took to heart this admonition. Ibid., p. 253.

58. Aptheker, One Continual Cry (1965), p. 131. The third edition (1830) of
Walker's work is reprinted in this book, pp. 6l-142. Walker wrote from a

passionate religious position warning the slaveholders that lePentance was

ihe only -uy th"y could avoid destruction. See Stuckey's introduction to

1iis ldeilogiul Origins of Btack Nationalism (1972\ for a discussion of Walkels

black nationalism including a call for the establishment of a black nation.

stuckey claims that walker and other early black nationalists showed a

'tendency to exaggerate the degree of acquiescence to oPPression by the

,nurru, of black people'. Ibid., p. 11. Also see Harding, There is a Rioer

(1e80).

59. Henry Gamet, in Ofari, ktYour Mottobe Resistance, pp' 150-2' Many white

abolitionists voiced obiection to Garnet's forthright call for a revolutionary

uprising. Gamet's writings reveal the same religious fervor as Walker's'

attnougtr Garnet was well aware that white churches and ministers
' s,rppo.t"d slavery, he drew a distinction between this reactionary church

stand and the theoretical precepts of Christianity. The black churches in the

North took an ambivalent position on abolitionism; some were a8ainst

antislavery agitation, while others (like Gamet's) played a dominant

position in the freedom movement'

60. bamet, North Star (Rochester, New York), September 15, 1948' Quoted in

Otai, Let Your Motto be Resistance, p. 30.

61. Ofari, ibid., p. 30'

62. lbid., p. 24. ihe real and personal wealth of the small black business and

profesiional elite in the pre-Civi-l War North was estimated at $50 mi1lion.

Ibid., p. 78.

63. Ibid., p. 81.

64. Delaney favored various sites of emigration during his career. At first he

was dedicated to Canadian or central American sites, then East African,

and finally west African emigration. Despite his pro-emigration stance,

Delaney was opposed to the American Colonization Society, which had

been supported at various times by some abolitionists as well as proslavery

sympathizers, who saw colonization of free Negroes as a way of

shengthening slavery.

65. Delaiey. ThiCondition, Eleution, Emigration and Destiny of Colored People of

the lJnited States Politically Considered (1'852).

66. Mandle, 'The Plantation Economy', 1972, p.51' Mandle uses the term
,plantation economy' to describe its 'peculiar mix of capitalist enterPrise

and archaic labor relations'. In other words, the plantation economy is a

combination of coercive control of the labor supply (rather than a free labor

market) and'intensely profit-oriented commercial enterprises, which

respond readily to changing international market signals'' Ibid', pp' 59 ' 62'

the last point is somewhat questionable. Slave staples were sold in world

competidve markets while operating with heavy fixed costs. Therefore it is

not ikely that they adfusted the volume of output in response to market

prices. Although foreign demand did-fluctuate cyclically, it is likely that the

,, Southe.n planters produced as much as they could and threw it on the

market for the best price they could get'

67. see Genovese',s unpublished doctoral dissertation, Lirnifs of Agrarian Reform

intheAntebellumsouth,lg60,foranableexPositionofthistheme'
63.Clark,ManufacturingDevelopmentDuringtheCivilWa{1967'p.63'
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states that 'the total number of cotton spindles in the seceding states [in
18601 was less than those in the single city of Lowell [Mass.]'.

69. See Lemer, 'Southern Output and Agricultural Income, 1860-1880', 1967,
pp. 11!14. Clark claims, however (ibid., pp. 62-6) that'in the South the
War, instead of stimulating the infant manufacfures already in existence,
interrupted their normal growth. . . . The manufactures established in the

. South during the Confederacy were largely of an emergency character.'
70. Kirwan, The Confederacy (1959), p. 117. Also see Coulter, The Confederate

States of America, 1861-1865 (1950).
71. See McPherson, The Struggle for Equality: Abolitionists anil the Negro in the

Ciuil War and Reconstruction (1964), and The Negro's Cioil War: Hout American
Negroes FeIt and Acted During the War for the Union (1965), for a discussion of

. the positive role of the abolitionist vanguard during the emancipation
struggle of the Civil War itself and the Civil Rights struggle after the War.
McPherson also deals effectively with the splits between the militant and
moderate abolitionists.

72. DuBois, Black Reconstruction in America, 1860-L880, p. 121. Chapters 4 and 5
are essential for an understanding of this point. As expected, a certain
number of the most psychologically maimed slaves remained loyal to the
very system that oppressed them and even contributed to its military
defense. See Obatola, 'The Blacks Loyal to Dixie', 1979, pp. 94-101. Also
see Brewer, The Confederate Negro: Virginia's Crat'tsmen and Military laborers,
cited by Obatola.

73. DuBois, Black Reconstruction in America, 186U1880, pp. 254. DuBois also
noted the extraordinary ambivalence of the socialists and communists in
the 1850s regarding slavery. Some were actually against the abolitionist
movement and not merely neutral. Few indeed had the farsightedness to
see the indissoluble linkages between the abolitionists and labor struggles.
See ibid., pp. 21-5.

74. Sowell, in Race and Economics (1975\, p.74, claims that the infamous New
York City draft riot of 1863, which resulted in the deaths of an estimated
1,000 persons, was essentially due to the anti-abolitionist Irish working
class. It was triggered off by the fact that

the Irish were often in direct competition with Negroes for the hardest
and dirtiest work in the North or South . . . [and] The military draft law
used during the Civil War exempted those financially able to pay a
certain sum of money instead of serving in the army, throwing the
burden of fighting and dying on working class people, among whom the
Irish were prominent.

75. Quoted by Foner, The Life and Writings of Frederick Douglass, p. 8, from
Douglass' The Life and Times of Frederick Douglass (1,883).

76. This thesis has come under attack from Cochran, who claims that the Civil
War retarded rather than accelerated economic expansion. See Cochran,
'Did the Civil War Retard Industri alizaion?' , 1961,, pp. 197-21,0. There is a
very able reply by Salsbury, 'The Effect of the Civil War on American
Industrial Development', 1962, pp.161-8. Salsbury shows, in a comparison
of the pre-Civil War decade (1850-60) and the post-Civil War decade (1865-
75), that there was a substantial rise in the output of pig iron, coal and
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railroad track construction - vital indicators of industrial development with
powerful forward and backward economic linkage effects - as well as a shift
of wartime income in favor of the profit-receiving class, which stimulated
the thrust toward development. Wesley Mitchell claims that the issuance of
paper money (greenbacks) led to inflation, falling real wages and a probable
increase in profits relative to wages. See Mitchell, 'The Greenbacks and the
Cost of the Civil War',7962, p. 94.

77. Sellers, 'The Economic Incidence of the Civil War in the South', 1962,

p. 101.

78. For an effective undermining of the formerly dominant William Dunning
school viewing Reconstruction as a sordid affair in which 'Blacks appeared
as passive victims of white manipulation or as unthinking people', rather
than 'active agents in the making of Reconstruction', see Foner, Reconstruc'

tion: America's Unfnished Reoolution, 1.863-1877 (1988), pp. xx and xxiv.
Foner has an excellent emphasis on the interaction of class, race and
nationalism.

79. Litwack, Been in the Storm So Long: The Aftermath of Slaaery (1980), p. 553.

80. DuBois, Black Reconstruction, pp. 341-2. DuBois claimed that Johnson
abandoned his radical demand for dividing up the plantations in the
postwar period, when he began to realize that the blacks would be the
main beneficiary of this policy. It ought to be noted that unlike traditional
accounts of Reconstruction, DuBois draws heavily from government
sources for example, the Report of the Joint Committee on Reconstruction,
the Congressional Globe, reports of the Freedmen's Bureau and other
documentary records of govemment officials.

81. DuBois, ibid,., p.276.
82. Wagstaff, 'Call Your Old Master - "Master/", 1969, p.325. This excellent

article reveals an insightful understanding of the complex race and class

factors operating in this brief period.
83. See Wilson, The Black Codes of the South (1965). These laws placed severe

limitations on the mobility, work, property and legal privileges of the free
Negroes. Also see DuBois, Black Reconstruction, pp. 166-80. He put his
finger on the dilemma of the former slaves: unemployed while searching
for work they were liable to receive severe penalties - fines, imprisonment,
forced work - under all-embracing vagrancy laws. I find DuBois to be a
refteshing example of a person whose deep moral commitment adds to,

rather than impedes, efforts at honest scholarship. Also see Litwack, Beez

in the Storm So Long, PP. 36G71,531. He notes that the enactment of the
Black Codes radicalized conciliatory blacks, who began to see that they
needed suffrage (protected by the federal government) to obtain land and
freedom. Without this, the economic and political power of the freedman
relative to the former ruling plantation class would remain, at best, a slight
cut above their position under slavery.

84. Litwack, ibid., pp. 53G7.
85. See Hofstadter, 'The Tariff Issue on the Eve of the Civil Wa1, E6a, pp.28tl--

5, originally in American Historical Rniew, October 1938, and Coben,

'Northeastern Business and Radical Reconstruction: a Re-examination',
1964, pp. 307J1 (oiginally in Mississippi Historiul Rniew, June 1959). Both
of these revisionist efforts were negative reactions to the Beard-Hacker
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materialist approach (see charres and Mary Beard,, The Rise of American i.
ciailization (1933), and Hacker, The Triumph if American Capitalism (1940), i; ,li:

which the Civil War is seen as a clash between an agrarian South and a1 [
industrial North, while the aileged significance of ieconstruction r, tiu 'ieconomic unleashing of triumphant capitalism. while Beard una Huckei 1

ought to be faulted for the mechanistic aspects of their app.oach,
revisionist history is deeply flawed by the inadequate mixing of poltlcat_ 

,,!social movements and economic factois. Hence, their rejectioi or ihe tatter '$as significant causar variables projects them into a theoretical void. &
Hofstadter, for example, would have us believe that the 

".o.,o.i. poii"y trdifferences between the south and the North in the antebellum periol ewere inconsequential. How then would he explain the South,s confronta_ #tional policy culminating in the war? wourd he have us accept the entirery '#
superficial view that curturar differences or poritical 

".ror, ""pluin 
un 

"u".itas decisive as the Civil War? On this he is mute.
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oriented. . . . However poorly the market is hamessed to democratic
purposes, only within market oriented systems does political democracy
arise. . . . Political democracy has been unable to exist except when
coupled with the market. Ibid., pp. 5, 116.

This obfuscates the point that there is no logical connection between liberal
democracy (Lindblom doesn't deal with its inherent limitations) and the
market. Authority is fundamental to the market system in so far as unequal
class relations occur in the market exchange process. The nafure of work in
a market system is hardly voluntary when one class must sell its labor
power to another class in order to survive. By stressing govemment as the
source or center of power, Lindblom misses the point that property rights
are the source of operative authority relations, and that those who control
the economy ultimately control the state. How sterile is the language of
liberalism: 'Property is a form of authority created by govemment. . . .

Property rights are consequently grants of authority made to persons and
organizations, both public and private, and acknowledged by other
persons and organizations'. Ibid., p. 26.

90. See Foner, Business and Slaoery Q968). Also see Hofstadter, The Tariff Issue
on the Eve of Civil War', pp.28L5. Hacker draws a useful distinction
between the 'Old Radicals' as egalitarians vitally concerned with black
rights and the 'New Radicals' as business pragmatists for whom the issue
of black rights was of relatively minor importance. Hacker, The Triumph of
American Capitalism, pp. U0-2. In a discussion of this work, Sharkey adds
the interesting point, 'The "Old Radicals" were the faithful representative
of the enhepreneurial type of indushial capitalist, whereas the so-called
"New Radical" . . . more often than not supported the interests of finance
capital and the oligopolistic brand of industrial capitalist'. Sharkey, Money,
Class, and Party, p.307.

91. See Ransom and Sutch, One Kind of Freedom: The Economic Consequences of
Etnancirytion (1977), Chapters 4 and 5, for a convincing demonstration of
the decline of large-scale plantation production and the rise of tenancy.

92. Meier and Rudwick, From Plantation to Ghetto, pp. 140-1, note that the
precise origins of sharecropping are obscure. The first use may have been

during the Civil War in some army-supervised contracts, and the impetus
for its further implementation may have come from either the black
freedmen or the planters. What is clear is that a system of rural debt
peonage, which survives in some measure even today, developed out of
the sharecropping method. Also see the fascinating account of the Port
Royal experiment (Sea Islands of South Carolina) during the Civil War in
Rose, Rehearsal for Reconstruction (1964). The govemment under the stress of
war used a changing combination of sharecropping, wage labor and a free

black yeomanry. Unfortunately, constant disputes between different
govemment departments and the socioeconomic climate of the period
made it impossible to establish a viable Program of land ownership for the
nearly free blacks.

For a while after the Civil War, the plantation owners attemPted to
overcome the resistance of the ex-slaves by importing wage labor from the
Orient and Cuba. But the numbers who came were small, and many of

86. The Freedman's Bureau was the key govemment agency dealing with this
politically explosive issue. With considerable difficulty, u ,,rrrni", of thu
newly freed blacks acquired land, mainly through the purchases of newlv
opened public lands in severar southern states from ihe fed"ral go'u#-
ment' Although the white southern charge of corruption and inefiiciency
against the bureau was in some -"uru.i true, its p.ogra- of relief ani
rehabilitation, especiaily in medicar care and educahon, was a remarkable
achievement. john H. Franklin, From Slaoery to Freedom, p. 312.

87' In an economic study of the Civil war and ileconstruction, the revisionist
historian Robert sharkey tries to show that the Repubrican party was
seriously divided on economic poricies like the currency and tariff issues,
although he acknowledges that an approach emphasizing economic factors
!eafc{1V the triumph of capitalism) provides the,hurj core.f ;;t";;
to the Civil war and Reconstruction. Ae notes that industriar cupitui a.r?
{inancial capital may have divergent economic interests, and that it was the
first group that was a major beneficiary of the Civil War and Reconstruc_
tion' He states, 'whereas industriaristi generally favored high protective
tariffs and a policy of easy money, finance capitai tended toward free trade
11d 

sgund money., Sharkey, MonE, Ctass, a)d party: An Economic Study of
Citsil War and Reconstruction (1967), pp. 2gg, 300, 306.

- The overall impact of tariffs and oi the national banking system on thefunctional distribution of income is an important, closely clnnected issue.
Although it is well-nigh impossible to re-construct the ivailable historical
data with quantative precision, it is highly tikely that the distribution ofincome in the North shifted in favoi of capital in the war and
Reconshuction period. Federal legisration aided thii process. For a contraryview, see Engerman,,The Economic Impact of ihe Civil Wat', lg6i,pp. r9t202.
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88.
89.

DuBois, Black Reconstruction, p. lgi.
see Lindblom, Politics and Markets: The worrd's poritical Economic systems
(1977,), for an opposing point of-view. He juxtaposes the ,market slistem,
and 'authority relations,. According to him,

Liberal democracy has arisen only in nations that are market

i,i.
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those who came left the plantation and attempted to become independent
producers. See Ezeani, 'Economic Conditions of Freed Black Slaves in the
United States, 187U1920', 1977, p. 108.

93. Ransom and Sutch, One Kind of Freedom, pp.7U9. They also favorably cite
the important works of Shugg, Origins of Class Struggle in Louisiana: A Social
History of White Farmers anil Laborers During Slaaery and Aftu, 1840-1875
(1939), and fonathan Wiener, 'Planter Persistence and Social Change:
Alabama, 1850-1870', 1976. Also see Wiener's excellent shtdy Social Oigins
of the New South: Alabamn 1860-1885 (1978). It effectively shows the political
struggle of a small planter elite to control the black labor force in western
Alabama following the Civil War. However, I find his depiction of the
Freedmen's Bureau as the agent of the planter class unwarranted by the
evidence presented.

94. Ransom and Sutch, One Kind of Freedom, p.164.
95. Mandle, 'The Economic Underdevelopment of the Postbellum South,,

7978, p. n.
!16. Some black migration to the West also took place. For a fascinating account

of this process, see Kenneth W. Porter, 'Negro Labor in the Western Caftle
Industry 1866-1.890', Labr History, Summer 1969, pp. J&-74. porter claims
that 8,000-9,000 black cowhands lived in a more egalitarian, less alienating
way of life than blacks in other sections in the post-Civil War period.

97. Mandle, 'The Economic Underdevelopment', pp. 24,75, 77,78. Mandle
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